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Petition .fights ·aiscri01ination
Seelbach. '~Because there were so·
many people ~t the meeting with the
. same concerns, we saw this petition
·asthe riext logical step .."
· According to Seelbach, at a fo~
rum held for faculty and administrators to discuss issues concerning
homosexuality on campus, Rev.
JamesE; Hoff, S;J.: president of the .·
university,' cited the broadness of
the term 'sexual orientation' as one
of the reasons for its exclusion in
the clause.
"The only reasori Fr. H()ff gave .
for not including sexual orientation.
in the policy is that it was not clearly
·defined," said Seelbach. "In the
proposition .we are suggesting, it is
·defined."
Seelbach met with Rev. John
LaRocca, S.J ., last week to discuss
the specific details to be included·
in the petition.
The petition requests the univer- · .
sity either i.nclude sexua_I orientat\6f1, by which th~y :mean gay_ or·
lesbian, in the non~discriminatiori ·
clause, or issue a statement similar
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
to .the University of Notre Dame
.
F.reshmen
Chri/)
Penna
~nd
Anni_e
Sobotka
joined
the
many
who
signed
the
petition outside the
and· Marql!ette. l{niversity state~
i riia'in·1ccifeterici1\~ai"l~-thiswe~k. ·'
;·: ·'' · .·-.. · , ' -. · · ·
··
.·
-. . ·
ments welcomiilg homosexuals on
·"I'll be intouch ove~ the sumcampus. Also stated in the petition . Monday, Seelbach informed Stu- ing signatures; lessthari five people
are reasons why one of these steps dent Senate of the petition arid re- declined and we have received no mer in ~ase they decide to make a
quested support in their efforts to negative comments,".said Seelbach. decision while we're gone," said
should be taken at Xavier.
."If the university is to be true to. revise the non-discrimination "People obviously think this is a Engelbrecht. 'Tm going to see this
its Catholic nature, it must respect . policy.
really good idea, and we have. had issue through and not let it drop.''
In order for members of senate a very receptive turnout."
The last time a similar issue was
the dignity of all human beings,"
As of Tuesday night, approxi~ brought to the attention ofthe adsaid LaRo~ca: "What is the univer- ·to write a resolution outlining the
sity modeling for students in the issues stated in the petition, which mately 1,000 students had signed. ministration, a decision was made
·
.
over the summer while classes were
way we deal \vi th this 'moral issue, .will be presented at their next meet- ihe petition.
ing, Seelbach and the other students
On Thursday; Seelbach will cot~- · out of ses_sion, and the majority of
which is.an issue of acceptance?"
"Addressing this issue of dis-· circulating petitions n\;!eded to so- laborate with Senators J.P. students were not informed.
In March of 1995, Xavier's Stucrimination based on sexual orienc licit signatures from at least 5 .per- Engelbrecht, Michelle Manassah
tation is long overdue," said junior cent of the student population. By and Kerry Murphy on writing the . dent Senate issued a charter, which
Pete Kosoglov. "It's time Xavier .Monday afternoon, the minimum resolution, which.will be presente.d , recognized and ·sponsored a club
realizes their mistake on this issue amount of signatures necessary had to senate on Monday and voted on called Xavier Against Homophobia.
the following week.
The. purpose of the club was to op.·and does something about it."
already been surpassed.
At their weekly meeting last
"During the first day of collectIf the resolution is passed in sen- ·pose discrimination on the basis of
ate, .it will be presented to Vice sexual orientation and provide a
President for Student Development forum for discussion.
InaletterdraftedbySlepitzaand
Dr. Ron Slepitza, Hoff and the
Board of Trustees for consideration. sent to SGA in June of that year,
. The petition thatis beingcirculated states that "We the undersigned reque~ithatxavierUniver.sity either:
"It would. be wonde_rful if the the university denied recognition of
.1) Incfude se~ual orientation, by which we mean gay 0( '.lesbian, in the university's' non~discrimination
administration actually put it the proposed group .
. clause, or 2) Issue a statement similar to the University ofN:otre Dame andMarquette University statements
[sexual orientation] into the nonIn citing reasons for denying the
welcoming gay and lesbian persons on campus ... "
.
.
discrimination policy," said charter, Slepitza stated in the letter,
The reasons given for the petition are:
Engelbrecht. "It is a simple request "To be faithful to our Church, we
''.!)The need for a welcoming aiid supportive atmosphere on campus for all who work, study, and teach
and it is the right thing to do.''
must act to avoid even the appearhere, but especially for ~o.mosexual adolescents who have a higher suicide rate and .a high rate of attempting
. "We want .to stand in support of ance that as a Catholic university,
:t~inj1:1ret?emselyes than the heterosexual population: ... · .· . · · ..... ··. . . · . . .··.. . . . . .
individuals and provide a caring we are morally neutral <;>r support2)_Tlzd: (;atechisni of the Catlzolic Church stres.ses .the need ..to respect the dignity,of gay and lesbian
environment, but we have to be _ive of homosexual behavior or a
.
persons.
careful of what we say is accept- gay, lesbian or bisexual lifestyle that
3}The American Catholic Bishops' letterAlways OurClzildren states that hbmosexuals have the right to . able," said Slepitza. "We need to includes acting on one's sexual ori.
·
be welcomed into the community.. ·
· .·
be faithful .to the Church to the ex-· entation."
. 4) Thirteen other Jesuit colleges and universities have addedsexuat orientation to.their non~discrimina"In making this statement, he
tent that we're able.''·
tion policies;, .. ·. ,. ·····
··
' .·
• · . ·· · ··
·
Because this issue is being ad- [Slepitza] automatically assumes
5) Silence fails to recognize the dignity C:if gay and lesbian people.
dressed ·so late in the semester, it that a homosexual person is sexu6) Morally
it is simply
the
right thing 'to... ·do because Xavier is a Jesuit and Catholic university."
may not be resolved until the sum- ally active and promiscuous," said
.
.
.
mer.
Seelbach.

BY SARAH KELLEY
Se11i0r News Editor
On Monday, a group ofXavier
students began circulating petitions
on campus in an effort to gain the
support of those in favor o.f revising Xavier's non-discrimination
·policy to include sexual ori·entation.
Although this. issue has been
addressed in the pas.t, this is the first
time students have joined together
· in a direct attempt to confront the
administration about the issue~
By acquiring the signatures of
students, faculty and staff in favor
of revising the policy; the students
hope to gain enough supportfor the
administration to seriously consider
making the change.
"It seems this is the first time the
students have taken a grassroots
approach on this issue,". said Dr.
Timothy Meier, S.J ., of the biology
department
As· it is. written,· Xavier'.s. nondiscri mi nati.on policy protects_
members of the university commu~
nityfrom discrin:iination on the basis of race, religion, sex ai:id natural origin, but. not sexual' oi:ientation.
Thirteen other Jesuit universities
across the country, however, do
:mention sexual orientation in their
policy.-The exclusion of sexual orientation in the non-di,scrimination
policy at Xavier was brought to the
forefront following a gay issues dis.cuss ion sponsore~ by Amnesty
International's OutFront group on
March 16. Th·e panel' discussion
dealt with issues relevant to
Xavier's gay community.
"There was a huge turnout at the
meeting, which proved this is a
cause a lot of students are concerned with," said sophomore Chris.
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Eat, drink, dance ·

.Programs·
enhance
awareness
.

On Thursday, March 30, the
St. Vincent de Paul Society is
sponsoring the first annu·al
Spring Charity Concert· on the
residential mall at 6:30 p.m.
Julia's Feathers l}nd 2 Day
Panic Attack are the featured performers. All .are asked to donate
a canned good, clothing or.
household item. 'For those who
donate, Papa John's will supply
free pizza· and Commuter Services
provide the refresh- .
ments. For more information, ·
call Ed Klene at 985-8980.

will

Health care & you
The last contemporary issues
forum of the year will l:>e held in
Schott 200 on Monday, April 3,
from 3-4:45 p.m. The topic, "Privacy and Health Care: Who has
Access io Your Records," will be
opened by three panelists: Ida
· Critelli Schick, health services
adminisfration; Gail Barker, psychiatrist in private practive; and
Rev: Leo· Klein, S.J., theology.
Refreshments will be available
at 2:45 p.m.

Off-campus & you
There will be _a one-day seminar designed for students, landlords and school administrators
who desire more effective informatio'n on rental ·housing issues
and concerns on Saturday, April
8 at Cincinnati State College in
the third-floor conference center
at 3520 Central Pkwy.
The seminar is free and includes breakfast, lunch, legal information: information about
tenant/landlord rights and responsibilities and gift bags. For
more information, call 721-4663.

Gettin' ~itched
Ifyou are going to the chapel,
go to Kelley Auditorium first for
"How to Plan a Wedding." It is
from 6-8 p.m. today., There will
be a fashion show (probably featuring lots of white), local businesses and a panel of experts. It
is free, too.

You're alive
April 2-8 is Life Week, spori. sored by Students for Life. Students will be a~ tables in front of
the Cafe to sign other students
·up to donate a meal for the
Catholic Worker House.
Monday, April 3 there will be
a prayer, vigil outside Bellarmine
at 9 p.m. to celebrate all stages of
life and to increase awareness
on campus of the sanctity of life.
For more.information, call Jen at
985-5846.

Book signing
Best-selling author Matthew
Kelly will be at Xavier's. bookstore on Friday, March 31 from
10-10:30 a.m .. He will be signing his ~ooks, A Call to Joy' and
his latest, The Rhythm of Life.

,

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ~EVIN MATHIS

,

The Xavier Gospel Choir got the crowd singing arid swaying on their feet in the University Center
Theatre last Friday. Miami University (Ohio) s·ent a. gospel choir to the concert. It performed
with the ~avier choir directe>r during his religiol;ls rap, in addition to its own numbers.

·
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X.av1er tribute .to· Jesuit
·marty.__·. r end_s. wit_h_ M_··•.ass
BY AMY SCHELL
Co1itrib111i11gWriter
A simple service at Bellarmine
Chapel on Friday, March 24 coneluded a week of remembrance for
Os.car Romero, archbishop of San

"The shouts of
liberation fro~ the
poor ofthis Country is
Salvador; who was"assa,ssinated 20 a cry that rt.'ses ~nt_·O
years ago.
.
Romero, who became arch- God and not
bishop· in 1977 and remained in
service until his. death in 1980, was ' ;anything rior any
an advocate for the poor,
•
,,
marginalized and oppressed people person ·can stop it ....

in the Church.
He was mainly concerned with
documenting and stopping the
many human rights violations his
people had. experienced.
Xavier commemorated the 20th
anniversary of his death with a variety of activities throughout the
·week; including a special showing
ofthe movie "Romero" §ind a prayer
service Thursday evening.
The week'!! culmination was the
noon Mass on Friday, which Xavier
faculty, staff and students attended.
The readings at the service 'were
the same. ones read at the Mass
Romero was celebrating when he
was shot.
Rev. Richard W. Bollman, S.J.,
of Bellarmine parish, said the ex-

Police.Notes

-Archbishop Oscar

Romero, S..
J,

shortly before his
assassination
act homily given by Romero 20
years ago.
"I thought it was a really special
memorial to Romero's legacy," said
sophomore Kevin Lavelle. "I
thought it was great they read
Romero's actual homily from the
day he was killed." ·
,
'
Shortly before he was murdered,
Romero ad.dressed his people with
the following words: "The shouts
of liberation fro~ the poor of this
country is a cry that rises unto God
and not anything nor any person

can stop it .~. If they kill me, I will
rise again in the S~lvadoran
people."
,
Romero encouraged dialogue
·and reconciliation among _his
peop)e as a _nonviole.ntmeans of
'creating change.
Reactions from students _who
attended the service were favorable. .
Although s(!nior Meg Schneider
was slightly disappointed in the
lack of student involvement
throughout the week.
"It reminds us that in the effort
of one, we can affect so ·many~ I
wish more students came forth to
learn the lessons that Romero is still
teaching us;" Schneider said.
.
.Senior Stephanie Przybysz applied Ro'mero's lessons from 20
years ago to life today.. · ·
She said, "I think it's really important we do celebrate Romero it allows us to be in solidarity with
the Church around the world, especially in Latin America.
"Remembering Romero reminds
us of the commitment we should
have to the poor and oppressed of
the world."

a

car parked on Ledgewood, winThursday, March 23, 5:30 p.m. dow was smashed, but nothing was
- Someone broke the right rear taken.
. window on a white Volvo parked in
Tuesday,' March 21, 11:15 Cohen lot. A stereo was taken from
. Saturday, March 25, 1 p.m. p.m. - On Ledgewciod Avenue the dash.
A student's· car parked in her Dana
near the Villa, an alumnus' '94
Avenue garage reported her vehicle
Honda was broken into through
Thursday, March 23, 7:JO p.m. broken into and the theft of her CD
the right rear window, but noth- -A student's Toyota Corrolla was player.
ing was stolen.
broken into while parked on the
west side of Dana Avenue. A cellu· Saturday, March.25, 3:40 p.m;
Wednesday, March 22, 2:25 lar phone, a CD player arid 30 CDs · - A bike, patrol officer chased a·
p.m. - A Xavier student parked were stolen.
car crime ·suspect who had aton Ledgewood Avenue near Dana
tempted to break into a car on Dana
Avenue found the rear window
Friday, March 24, 3:15 a.m. Avenue near Ledgewood Avenue.
broken out of his Mazda, but noth- - A Brockman student reported The suspect eluded police.
ing was stolen.
that in the three days she had her

.

'

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN
Campus News Editor
Two campus grm1ps, Xavier Action. and 'voices of Solidarity, are
hosting special e~ents to make
Xavier students better informed
about social issues and give thein
· an opportunity'. to actively participate in creating social change.
On Saturday, April l, Xavier Action is hosting the annual Spring
Community Action Day.
From 10 a.m.-2 p.m., groups of
students will go out into the com. munity to volunteer. at senfor citizen homes, community centers,
schools ahd recreational facilities.
· Students receive a free breakfast,
free transportation to the site they
. choose, free lunch upon return to
campus arid a freeT-shirt.
.
To participate, students can sign

~~g~,~~~~·.~:~~~:isweekdur-

At 8 p.m., on Tuesday, April 4 in
Kelley Auditorium, Voic~s of Soli-

~::~'.~::::~~·oringasweatshop

The event is designed .to raise
consumer awareness about factory
conditions in which designer arid
non-designer products are manu~
factured by workers who are often
paid less than 50 cents an hour.. ·.
. "We're not trying to solve the
problem on Tuesday," said junior
Brooks Keeshin, presidentofVoices
of Solidarity. "We're going to try
to raise awareness concerning un- ·
just working conditions."
In the fashion. show, students
and faculty will model the latest
looks from companies· who have
violated labor laws in the past or
refuse to disclose information
about the working conditions in
which their products are manufactured.
Companies throughout the
world, from Asia to Latin America,
will be represented on the runway,
. including clothes from companie~
such a!\ Nike and Gap.
"It's gonna be fun, too," Keeshin
said, "and ifs guaranteed to be
funny since faculty will be the models."
Attendance is free. Voices of
Solidarity invites all students, faculty and staff to attend in order to
learn about how their clothes may
have been made.

PoliceNote
ofthe1Md
Saturday, March 25,
7 :40 p.m; - Police were
told a car was broken into
and received a description of the suspect. Later,
at961 Dana Ave., the suspect was found attempting to break into another
vehicle. Officers chased
him •. recovered· a stereo.
wrapped in a sweatshirt,
·but lost the suspect.
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Students to present
reSearch to·. Congress
BY KATIE SUMMERS
· Co111rib11ri11g Writer

For the second year in .a row, stu. dents from Xavier have been chosen to represent undergraduate
study for the Council on Undergraduate Research Poster Session
. on Capitol Hill.
Seniors Mark DeBrunner and
Mike Weseley and junior Kevin
Walker will travel with adviser Dr.
Tim Horan to Washington, D.C.,
next Wednesday for the day-long
conference.
. '
In order to earn a place at this
event, D.eBrunner, Weseley and
Walker conducted and ~ubmitted a
study on the varying effec:ts of extremely low frequency electromag7
netic field exposure.
The students were also responsible for constructing a poster out~
lining the particulars of the experiment.
The subject of IOw frequency
electromagnetic exposure holds· a
'significant aino~nt of importance
in the field. of biological research ..
· At the 1997 World Health Organi-

zation-sponsored symposium o·~' that funding for undergraduate rethe issue, it was determined future search is needed and appreciated.
study was required to evaluate. the
"Members of governinentpotential harmful effects of expo- funded organizations and federal
..· sure to humans.
agencies such as NASA; the NaThe study conducted by tional Institute of Health, the NaDeBruimer, Weseley and Walker tional Science Foundation, the-Despecifically _cites a possible health partment of Energy and the Narisk to children living under high tional Cancer Institute will also be
tension power lines~
'on hand to discuss research and
In' addition to presenting a findings," Hoagland said.
poster detailing their research, they
Only 60 undergraduate submiswill have the opportunity to meet sions nationwide are chosen for this
and discuss their findings with se- annual event. The Xavier's group
lect members of Congress.
is cine ofapproX:imately nine seSlated to participate in this meet- lected in the field of biology. ·
ing are Congress Representitives
"We put a great deal Qf careful
Jim Bunning, Mike DeWine, Mitch work into this project'," saidMcConnell; George Voinovich, DeBrunner. "I think our
. . efforts. have
Steve Chab~t, Anne Northup and been rewarded tremendously. I'm
Rob Portman.
·
·
· very honored to represent Xavier
"This is· a very important time at Sllch prestigious event."
· for these chosen undergraduates,"
In agreement, Horan said, "This
said Dr. Elaine Hoagland, national honor really says a lot abqut the
executive head for the Council on school;"
said. ·"So many of our
Undergraduate Research. .
students have the ability to engage
"Students will have the oppor- in research. At many schools, untunity to show their state represen" dergraduates simply do not have
tatives and. the American people that chance."

a
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"Open Do()r," by Molly Robertshaw
"·

,'

Junio.r Kerry Overstake (left) and freshman Nick Ehlman
appear a bit confused at the ~ituation at St. Sebastian's in
Calhoun, Ky., over an· alternative spring break trip. It was
sponsored by Namaste in order to volunteer for the
Glenmary sisters, whose motto is: We move out of town
when McDonald's moves in. Robertshaw is a sophomore
· social work major and also werit on the trip.
Submit photos on campus to "Double Xposure Photo
Forum," ML 2 J29 or drop them off at the Publications
house, 3739 Ledgewood Ave.
·

CALL NOW! ·WORK NOW!

·RESTAURANTS

PAPAJIHK'S

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
. FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
'MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE! .
100's of Food Service Jobs
. Available ,

NOW HIRING
CALL 1-877-991:.9292
FREE SERVICE

••
Bcnrr i 11'-.!,redients.
. lkrt i:l: Pi 11a.

Call: 513 - 731 - 5959

Drivers earn up to $15.00 per
hour!
.Required:

{.

flexible ·Schedule
Good Drivi_ng Record
···,lnsu·rance
Your Own Vehicle

*Ask· for. Scott or Lynn

REST A URAN'!' JOB. LINE

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGEWI1H
AIR FORCE ROTC•
No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force

career success.
C_all Capt Mike Dudley at 556-:2237.

Leadershl~ Excellence Starts Here
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WORLD NEWS

· Standing up.to China.

WORLD BRIEFS
>-Compiled by: Deb Homan

Sanctions evolve
into genocide
IRAQ (UNF)- Iraq's Health
Ministry reported that UN sanctions killed nearly 10,000 Iraqis in February. The total death
toll from a decade of sanctions
is 1.2 million ..
According to the British
medical journal The {..ancet, the
. UN embargo against Iraq is having a disastrous effect on the
country's medic~! services because doctors are being poorly
trained and cut offfrom outside
knowledge and innovations.·
"Infrastructure damage; afailing economy and a 10-year intellectual embargo have affected
eve.ry level of medical education in Iraq, leaving the
country's next generation cif
doctors ill-equipped to inherit
the country's health crisis,"
wrote American qoctors Leila.
Richards an.d Stephen Wall.

>-Source: College Press Wire
leased last week ~aid Japan's total population is expected to fall
·to 105 million by 2050.
. Fearing a labor shortage, the
Japan~se government recently
announced a review of long. term visa requirements that
would make it easier to enter
and stay in the country. ·•·· ·

'Fairtrade; gives.
power to seller

GHANA (UNJ'.)- Two companies in· Ghana are offering
35,000 women farmers the op. portunity to impro~e their stal;ldard of living through. a
"Fairtrade" marketing program.
· Products with the Fairtrade ·
mark are guaranteed to have
come from producers who pay
adequate. wages and provide
decent working conditions,
· which is why their products are
a little more expensive.
"There· can be ·a ·more
concious partnership. :It takes
two to buy and sell, and the free
.Japan faces low
market tends to give so much
.population ·growth
power to those· who buy 'and
JAPAN (UNF}- Japan's none to those who sell," said
. population growth has slowed Pauline Tiffin from The Day
to the lowest rate since the end Chocolate Company.
of World War II, creating the
possibility of a future labor Most wanted list out
T.igers, giant pandas and
shortage and forcing the government to consider accepting more minke Wh!iles are among the
foreign workers.
·
"most wanted" species for illeIn 1999, Japan's population gal trade, the World Wildlife
· grew by 0.16 percent to· reach Fund reported. The species are
in high demand for luxury, food
126.7 million.
· A UN population report· re- and medicinal products.
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TAIWAN. CLAIMS ADULT STATUS WHILE· MOTHERLY
CHINA
TO .l:ET: CiO
.
' . REFUSES
.
..

.

..

.

BY GREGG JONES
Knight-Ridder Tribune

TAIWAN ('f,MS)-Should Tai. wan give in to Beijing's demands
and reunify with Communist-ruled
.leaders have stridently ste,pped up
China?
"There's no chance of Taiwan's the reunification pressure ori Tai"
reunification with China," said wan in recent weeks, thatquestion
TlanMing~jac, a 21-year-old uni- has hung like a black'cloud across
versity student "The economic·, so- the 100-mile-wide strait that ·sepacial and political differences are so rates Taiwan from China.
After weeks of war talk and
great that iCs just pot possible."
Victory by a candidate who fa- threats of dire consequences should
vors Taiwanese independence un~ Taiwanese .voters .choose the
derscored a fundamental reality . "wrong" presidential candidate,
abQut this affluent and politically China thus far has reacted cau~
vibrant island: The vast majority tio_usly to the election of that canof Taiwanese ___._ about 68 percen~ didate, Chen Shui-bian, leader of
in a recent survey - have no de- the pro-independence Democratic
sire to ·come under Chinese rule, Progressive Party. Chen won the
election with about 39 percent of
no\V or in the foreseeable future.
the vote after the ruling Nationalist Party split into two facti~ns.
·
•
Chen firmly rejected China's
proposal that Taiwan be reunified·
with the mainland under the ;,one
r
J'
country, two systems" formula used
~
for the ret1:1rn of Hong Kong and
Macau, .both former European co lo~
nies, since 1997.
·
A staunch Taiwanese national~
'J ·
_ Chen Shui-bian, ist, Chen also doesn't accept the
r.esident of Tatw'!ri Chinese position thatthere is only
P
"one China" that includesTaiwan
Given those sentiments, perhaps . - a concept the United.States sup"
the more appropriate question is ports and previous Nationalist govthis - Are Taiwan and the United ernments in Taiwan endorsed.
States, the island's chief weapons
In reality, Taiwan hasn't been
supplier and supporter, on a colli- under mainland control since 1949,
sion course with China over the is- when Generalissimo Chiang Kaisue of Taiwanese reunification?
shek's Nationalists fled to the isAs mainland ~hina's frustrated · .Jand after.losing a civil war to Mao

"Taiwan is a
SOVeretgn,
inden_end_ent countr11.
are not a part of .
.
.
the People's Republic
o+ China. "
.

.. .
'I

t,I

II

.

""
.. ~'"'

-

. UI .·

'I

Tse-tung'sCommunists'.
It was as close as any Tai'wanese
leader had ever.come to making an
outright declaration of independence from China, and Beijing r~
acted with fury. China_ canceled
scheduled talks and repeated
threats to invade
the island
should
.
.
it declare formal independence ...

·'.l:lny kind of "
'change must be made
here, not by people in
Beijing or
Washington, D. C.,
or elsewhere. "
. - Chen Shui-bian,
president ofTaiwan
As for solving the stalemate.•
Chen was emphatic. "The future of
Taiwan should be decided .by
Taiwan's people," he said. "Any
kind of change must be made here,
riot by people in Beijing or Wash- .
ington, D.C., or elsewhere.''
If Beijing is serious about forcing Taiwan to rejoin the mainland
soom~rratherthan later, Taiwan and
China are headed fora conflict that
will involve the United· States,
which is bound by law to assist in
Taiwan's defense if it is attacked
by China .
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Flel11ing eJ.thanees athle~~s' ·stucJies
·- r . 1.:

:BYjENNIFER KENSILL. '' .·. athletes ir)' pecoming iuily~ fonc. Ffortling has bee~ recogniied
· · News Feature Editor · . . .• . . tioning and well-developecl ·iridi_.. for h-er:many accomplishments
As M,ar,ch Madness' draws to
.viduals;'' sa.id Fle'mirig.. . ~.
while 'at: Xavier.. A few of these
Close, college ·basketball players· ·. Thf}. CHAMPS program re- . ·honors iri~ltide being featured in
from around the cqu,ntry wi.II. be ·. quires that. each spo~ts team par-: Reader's. Digest in April of 1993
exitiI1g t~~ courtand,h~ading.back;' tiCipate in two community service. for .. her.·s.lloccess at .maintaining .-a
to thecla:ssrootniFor'.th~ past si'x~' ·.projects a: year:, Career counsel~ . · 190 ·.percent gradt1atinn r:~te :for ·.
·tecfo_.years; Si.ster',;Rose'?A,'.nri .· ... ·
' ·; . i · ...... ·
. the men's basketball team . .'She ..
f<lemipg; S.N:D:·deN.Jh~s.qe¢n> ··
· <·
. ·.
\\ras·aiso selected as the'Cincinhelping. student-atl!le~es }V'ith 't~eir . . . . .
:en~.ails'
1zatiEnquil:er Woman of the Year ..
academics, a job she riever exin 19~4 a11d was named. Career
.pect~fto do-.
..... ··· '; . ·· .. ·
; • inakln,gs~r{that
·Woman of the Year by the YWCA
FleJ11irig, as. ~oordinatoi of aca:-: · ·
last· spring; . ·
.
.. . . ..
demic's mid athletiC ~dvising, pfays ' .·
Fleming came to Xavier from..
vital role in k~epiilg Xavier's ·ath- .
rt
Trfoity Coll~ge in.Washington;
lefo giadtiatiori rates arrionk the
Tr
D.c; whe~e.she was president. of .. ··.
highe~tinthecom1tryof:Divisioil1
ofth~
the universi.tYfor seven years.·•.·
universities. ~·
-.·
·
· . . .•
·
. Wh.ile at.Trinity, Fleming realized
·"My job· entails making sure
..
~'
the importance of understanding
.. that athletes have adequate support ~
. _·Sr.' Rose Ann · the law when working. in adminiri and out of the classroom arid
istration and decided to earn a law
overseeing that they receive proper
. Heming, .S.N.D. 4e.N.
degree;.
. Fleming came to Xavier. ,to
academic attention," said Fleming.
. ·Many studet:lt~athlei:es· find it ling le(:.ttires are nfa~e available earn a . masters. of business ad~
difficuit to balan;de the responsibili~ . through ·the progra·m· and advise fuirtistration arid to.· simulta~ ·
ties of both athletics and academ- athletes oh preparing :resumes neously work towards a'. law cfeics.: Xavier's comtnitmenno stu- .. from· proper interview ctiqu~tte. . gree. from .• Northefo. Kentucky'
dent-athletes has helped the urii- Athletes are also required to take University: While coin'p!eting her
..
·.
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KELLY LEON
versity maintain a 92 to93 percent -·a class through CHAMPS, which studies, Fleming taughtone class.
.Flemi~~ ,h.as s~rved,as ·ac;ademic coordinator and athletk
gradmttionrnte among 'it~: athletes discusses· topics ranging fr6m at Xayier and realized she en:·
adviser since· 1984. · · .
· ·. · · '. · · '·
and a 100 percent graduation ·rate drugs and alcohol to the 'impor- joyed .the enviromnent 'at the uriifor the rrien 's basketball team since tance of teamwork.··
versity.
',
player, Fleilting was eager to work former .Xavier basketball player.J985. ·
: "The -C:ombination ·of the
"!decided t6 stay atXavier be~ . with.athletes .. · ·
·~
.. When- Posey signecl his pro··Fleming's duties include moni- CHAMPS program with an urider- cause I ·loved· it here. · I don't
"l riever expected to work with fessional· basketball contract last .
toring athletic study tables, offer- . standing· and helpful faculty. has know anywhere that I ·could have . athletes, it really happened bY:ac- year, Fleming was one of the few
ing one-,on-one tutoring through helped Xavier to maintain a sue- gone that I'd be as enriched both · cident," said Fleming. '.'I was of- individuals. who joined 'him iri the
her Office; and supervising all ath- cessful graduation rate among its academically ·and, spiritually," ··. fered the job and have really en~ . green room.
'.'It was a tremendous experience
joyed working.with Xavier's·athletic scheduling. Fleming works athletes," said Fleming.
.
said Fleming.·
to join James in such an important
iri conjuncture with the CHAMPS/·
·Aside from assisting.athletes,
·After completing both her· letes."
Fleming hasdevelop~d clos.e . event.~' said Fleming. "It is wonLife Skills Program, a program de- Fleming has ta~ght at .least one graduate an.Cl legal studies,.
signed to .aid athletes in their aca- class a semester since her arrival Fleming was offered a job as the relationships. with many of the· d.erfol to see our athletes suc"
demic. career:
·t~ Xavier :in 1982. She teaches athletie adviser in 19S4 from a : athletes she· mentors .. The depth ceed."
"Th~ CHAMPS'program pro- beginning 'English' courses and an former Trinity 'colleague. As a · ofthese relationships is evident
vi des opportunities that assist E_PU course designed for athletes: · fofmer collegiate field hoc.key ; ·in .a gesture by James' Posey:· a

a
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"Myjob

h. ( ··· ·h·. · ·· ·

at. tetes ave' .
:adequate surrh···o. in
·and.::out
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.· Yo~.want .to 'talk aiversity?

whether.ornbtweeridorse.holl1o•· se~ual pr,adic~s.;:b4t.\Yh~ther,ior
. Mo~e specifically, let's discuss· · no_t we embrace ~he: members of·
the petition now going around. ou(c;ol"llmimlty and protedihem
campus supporting the addition of. ·· from·uii}ust discrimination. , ·
sex!Jal orientation into the ·. '• \Vhafis it going to take forthe
school ~s' non-discrimination. adminis'tration to·see that this is'a.
clause;
·concern on· our campus?· ·Don't
· It seems .the _admini~tratian··· you remember Matthew Shepard?
loves to rant on and on about how.'
.If attitude~ on thiS campus are_ ·
much more diverse XU needs to ·. continually .shaped by fear and
beconie,_yetit refuses to protec't · ignorance, violence·is inevitable.
its own students, facult)iand staff'. Atth¢'same time, are we only prefrom discrimination on :the basis , paring our students to ta_ke their
of sexual orientation ....·.
· 'places· i~ a "rapidly changing"
As a Catholic. university we. STRAIGHT society?. Y9u can no
h·ave a~ .cibligation to riot only lci~ger .deny the presence of the
welcome but al.so protect all who horn.asexual cmnrriunity on cairi. ,·... · · ·
·.
·
seek the benefits. of a Jesuit .edu- pus~
c~tion.: :: ·. >.. . ..
.
.
. · \vhenevef:these·.d~liCa~~issues
. Discrimination, of any form, arise, we are often told that the
ha~,'noplace on acollege campus university would lo'se ~ital alu~~i'
whe;:estuderits·are c~nstantly en-· "con,tributions if~ club cie~ling
couraged:to operi ~heir minds arid with homosexual issues was recdevefop. their moral a~d ethiCa_I ognized or sexual orientation was
values. ·How can we at. Xavier added' to the non~discri~ination
even.think of inviting world. reli~ clause.
, gious leaders to celebrate diverWe are embarrassed -that
sity and peace; when all are obvi- gra9uates of.our,university cling
ously not welcome on this cam- to these archaic prejudices. More •
pus?
importantly, our silence cinthis
In the past, the administratioit ··. 'l}atter seems. to· reinforce their ·
.has argued that including gays and.·. prejudices. However, .the major-:,.
lesbians in the non-discrimination ity of students do not accept this.
. Clau,se would be an_ endorsement way of thinking,
of homosexual acts, which are
Adding sexual orientati.on to
strictly forbidden by the Catholic the non"discrimination; clause is .·
Church. We. at The Newswire ·an,..issue students take seriously.
challenge suc;h a flimsy argument.
w~ embark. on a, new ~entury, .
F9~ one thing; the issue.is not: we,~ope:xou·w_iil too ..·
" ·

O.K,~ Xavier; let's talk diversitx:·
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. BY KELLY SCHNEIDER
· just like hundreds.of Americans do :
Mosr9f µs, areju~t luc:ky enoµgh
. Contributing Writer·. . . every day. , . _ .
. ·. .
~hat.when ~hes.e accidents· do hap_There .has· been a case in the
Unfortunately for him andJor pen; noo11e di~s. ,. . , .. . ·' ·
news lately about a man named · the vii::tims; luckwas not in his core . _. ~hould qa)'ton K4eh1;1; a)ober
Clayton Kuehn. He is. the tt;uck.. ner on that Augustday.. How ~a.ny . man behind the wheel; be forced'to
driver wh.o was charged with four of us have ~eeninvolved·in car.ac~ . spendrnu~~oftheremafode~.ofhls
. counts of .involuntary :manslaligh- .cidents at one ti~e or another? Isn't life behind bars for something that
ter after crashing into a church van· that whatthey were, .accidents?. :: · happe11s to.hund~eds, of Americ:ans ·
last summer.' ~
.
. ..
' From everything, I have j1eai:d eveiy day?
. . :; '; . . I •
. The news med_ia has focused on about this case, .1 find i.t ·appalling
· _l think -not,
'tlie""fact that ,t}~e bus held children this man; wtio was found guilty on
It is my belief this. is an outn,lfrom a church in· Tennessee·who all four charges, ,is now facing up geous law.h~ is fac:ing, and it preys
.,
on those drivers who simply do riot
were heading to Kings Island for to 20 years in prison;
the day. Three of the children were
. The prosecution cl.aimed he was . have. luck on their side at the time
killed in this accident on !"275 in neglfgent and reckless, in his driv- of their accident. .
.
ing' and, therefore, he sl)ould face . . All of you drivers keep in ·mind
Sycamore Township.
. . .·
. ... -Don't get me wrong, whathapc . the stiffest penalty possible. . ..
. . the stiff penalties you could unfairly
pened was.a terrible tragedy. These· ... Jn my opiriion, anyone.who has encounter. if you someday find·
, children should no·t. have died. My been in a wreck that was his·or her yourself as unlucky. as.Kuehn did
. onlY ~o~cern' with
case is tile ·. ia~it w~s negtfgent afld ~ect<tess:in on ttiat one fateful day. · ·
fact that this' rrian had an accident sorne form.
• '.' ., ..

·.• s'V~~t~·~~~~R'~~t;~(~~i@~t···. j~s11~.

/:

Senio;News Editor . .·
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,
'
. ·
Xu,vit:r Uniwr.dty is un ucuJi:l1lic c11111111~_nity crn~1·.
mittcJ tu i:11uul upp.u1unhy fur ull pc:rsuns. rcg.unllt:NS of
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: ~n.d c
. om. pie_x_.:_6_f···· ~.;~,.}s_'.s,.•~e_s. w~~~s_··. ~?·p·s',: -'·.sa_t~ a.·b.o~t.: th.e. realltib.s_t_.~e w~r. k.er.s'
all heard but does anyon~ re~ 1s we must ,!.l<:>tshy ~way.fi:~mt~~ face everyday, But thts fashton
~opic. ·: r•'..J: ·
~ .~· -~ ~sho\V is notjust an attempt to get .
·ally know what' it means?_·.
. , .. Sweatshops are:a touchy issue, , ... ·Ifis, the uriique situation qf.be- .. 'theword):mt about sweatshops ..
. one that .many p-eople don ;t want ·irig in a ,C,oliege,~ettfog that;affords ' 'fh~re is -~n. llndertying hppe that
to get info~ Whargood is itto learn . us'the opportunity to.le!!m about in- one of YQU, ha~· the answer. We
aboutthe:~or~ingconditions in the justic;:es around the world and the don'qhink'anyone of.us wants to
'·r·
.
, ..,.wear clothes. mlclde off the beaten.
plantswheretheclotlJesaremade? .
Wh~t are goj~g ti:>. do With this . •
; backs ~fob~ fellow hµman beings,
·. new fotjnd inform,aticm, go naked? .· ..
:but right~ow we don't know what
• Talking about. sweatshops
elsewe can do.('
..
.
should
be akin to sfonecthrowInsteac:i.of Being called sweat~
. ing ~om petition. ··We
\~ear.
. . shop fashion show, maybe it would
•. · be better to title. the everit•in the
clothes'made in sweatshops, and no
:arle ~an avoid it We have O,~liga~
form . of a classified. Wanted: A.
tioils-'-- clothes for school,dothes
. solution to injustic;es we are all ac. foran.internship or wor~. clothes
. tively. or· passiveJy a part of. NO
to wear
with friends to celebrate· ,: .
· PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEC-·
an·anniversarfora,2lsrbi~~hday.
ESSARY. :· . ·
·
· f\:nd the reality is nobody knows
..
~ame the event, check :Your
a damn thi[Jg .. The domp~nies .that
stones at the door, laugh with us as
. stude~ts ,and. prof~ss~rs strut tb~ir
have sweat~hop~ milke sure that: ... ·
It is im out-of~sight{out~of~mind ·...
. stuff.down'.the:rimway and hear the
kind of issue. NCitherthe cons um~ . · part thafwe play iripromoting that. ·. realiti¢"s a~o~tth~ ~lothes we wear .
everyday! ; .
. ers, the corpora~ions nor the work~ . inj~stic~ everyday: : ' ' ' .
So many times_ we ,opt not to. · Maybe this will b~·the cata'!Yst
ers know what is really going on."
As members of Voices of Soli-.. mention sweatshops :or.other cori~. that leads to a., solution. Come :to
. •. clarity, we do'nOthav~ s~t opiriiOns' trover_sfoJ i"ssl.ies "out of fear,ofoP ' Kell~y Auditorium' at•8. p.m; next·.
. on this subject. We battle'with' the fending others by our own opinions. · Tu~sday and find out!· .
clothes in our closets, but we can- But what is so wrongwith taking a .
riot throw them'away; Soine'o.f us chance~ especfally when through. ·
..:...Helen Ruff·
··try to make more·' informed cieci~. discussion we ail might learn just a .
· . Junior·
sions about theciotheswe buy, and. little· more about the issue?
-Katie Kasten
others·, well,-we just kind of look .
.Nextweek VoicesJorSolid~i-ity
Junior:·
the other way:'
_is holding a sweatshop fashion
·-Brooks Keeshin
But regardless of how difficult show to ril.iSe awareness af1d edu·Junior

< · :, :• ·
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cartoon ch·aracter ·are you. most like?

LETT.ER

TO

THE

EDITOR-

Irish portrayal unjustifie.d Rape piece defined
his lette~ is in reference to last
week's editprial entitled·
"New, Improved St. Patrick's" by
Erin Nevius. The editorial concerning the ''sham~ful" way in
which Xavier students celebrate
St. Patrick's Day saddened and
disappointed me.
·
The appearance of such slanderous, unfounded, bigoted, ignorant and frankly offensive comments as the ones that appeared in
.the article were unjustified in any
attempts to prove a point, whatsoever.
My first point of interest is to
clear up· her statement regarding
the relation between the Catholic
faith and the Irish people. Ms.
Nevius, I hope indeed, you are
aware that there is a war going on
between the Irish Catholics and
· the Irish Protestants.
Nor is Catholicism strictly an
Irish faith. Being Catholic does
notentitle you to the pride of the
Irish inheritance.
·
Furthermore, I do not, by any
means, intend to dispute the fact
that in Ireland, as well as other
Roman Catholic parishes, St.
Pa.trick's Day is intended to be a
day of reverence and sanctity.
However, wh~t Nevius overlooked was its strict pertinence to
the Irish people of the United
States. When we came here, our
people came under the threat of
said war, the threat of famine and
a chance for economic opportunity.
Unfortunately, our people were
relentlessly mocked because of

T

their accents, because (ironically the bedroom, that is your business
enough) of their hard work ethic ("we all know what beer leads
and because of their large fami- to").
lies and small bank accounts,
However, it is unfair to make
· quite the Way Nevius did. You;ll sweeping generalizations in refplease remember those "Irish need erence to any race (some might
not apply" signs so prevalent at the call that bigotry).
height ·of Irish immigration and · .. Furthermore, I was present in
Industrialization.·
.
the Univershy Center while Julia's
In the true and hearty spirit of · Feath.ers was playing and I saw no
the Irish, the immigrants decided signs of "debauchery" there.
to make St. Patrick's Day a day
In my opinion, the students of
oflrish cultural celebration in re- Xavier presented themselves
taliation and pride. Granted, beer (green beer in hand) well, on camis a large part of this culture, just pus and off. I, for example, celas wine is a part of French culture ebrated St.· Patrick's Day with
orVodka a part of Russian culture. some of my IrisHriends.and bthMo.reover, this does not :give ers. We threw a few back. ·We
you c.redence to dee:m this day, a enjoyed the Irish folk tradition and
"saintly day of debauchery.'; St delighted in the jig.
Patrick's Day is a day for Irish tQ
I'm sorry to disappoint you,
revel in their claim to the grace-.. but we all went home to our bedful jig, a bountiful oral tradition; rooms, a.lone. As well, we did not
their legacy of some of the most dem.onstrate any signs of dewillowy and ro.using folk music. bauchery; We held our poise and
. Also, to remember the rich plea- our esteem remained intact.
. sures and beauty of the Emerald
I would advise that the next
Isle .and its people ..
time you intend to write an editoThis day was designed .to re- rial concerning the celebration of
membertheircontributionandrel- an· ethnic holiday, ~hat you be
evance to humanity in the face of careful not to use the racial slurs
. oppression. Now, I know the slan- associated with it and to do your
der. carries the connotation th~t research. Otherwise, you may end
Irish families are large dueJo the up offending many people.·
lack of self-control so opviously
exemplified in our over indul.-Jeannette Schwartz
gence 'in the drink (in reference
Sophomore.
to: "The reason most of us have a· ..
Editor';: Note: As a~z Irish
little Irish Catholic blood in ·us is
because the rhythm method is not'.· Catholic herself, Erin Nevius
as sure fire as it sounds").
wrote her column with sarcasm
This, .too, is misleading and and hunior; without malicious
false. If green beer leads you to intent.

DOC
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Preventing·swimmer's ear·
I

'm learning how to swim laps
'm a.lways getting athlete's
to improve my fitness and . . foot. How can l stop these
want to know what swimmer's attacks? .·
ear is. Should l be doing some·
thing to prevent this?
Stop playing sports! Just.kid-

I

a

Swimmer.'s ear refers to an infection of the ear canal. Water
staying in the canafor injury to the
canal (from Q-tips) are predisposing factors. It can be treated with
prescription eardrops.
If someone gets it frequently,
some preventative measures are
available.

ding. Athlete's foot is due to
fungus on the skin. There is a high
rate of recurrence.
Good foot hygiene is essentiaL
Make sure you dry between the
toes after showering or bathing.
Apply a drying anti-fungal powder· (over-the-counter product).
Light footwear is recommended.
Walking barefoot can be beneficial.

Questions cinswered by Dr.
James!'. Konerman.
Questions may be dropped off
at the Health and Counseling
Center
or e-mailed to
opinions@xavier.xu.edu.

I

t disturbs me greatiy that certain
issues were interpreted the way·
they were regarding last weeks performance of Voices for Change.
The second piece was called "In
Hindsight," and it dealt with thee~erpresent issue of rape.· In ·absolutely
no way, shape or form did the author or the cast of Voices for Change
wish to promote the idea that any vietim of rape tleserved· to be raped.
That is an utter fallacy and is completely opposite our intent..
No woman
or man should
ever feel guilty
lVJ:
or to blame for
t.

we end up turning away from our fellow mari? Do we resort to distrusting each other?
Of course not. Men and women
need each other to survive. We must
protect ourselves and try to avoid
dangerous situations, but there is absolut~ly no way we can predict every compromising· situation.
There is this compelling need to
place blame - to sift through the
gray and separate things into black
and white, but that is not an easy task.
We are so complex; our intellect, passions
and emotiOns

h
l''we are e wa rdng
wounded, the victims
ofvictims; ·our world
is certainly not a
pretty world, but do
we let the hardships
. and rapists and
pathologies and drugs
harden us?

make life as
violations done
to them. There.
wonderful as it
is absolutely no
is horrible, as
excuse
for
ambiguous as it
rape; however,
is distinct.
so many men
I certainly
and worrien imdo not have the
solutions, but I
med iatel_y_ ~re:.
sort to quessee that we are
tioning themdestroying ourselves.
selves, and I
The piece
don't know
closely replihow to stop it.
cated a very
On a physipersonal, true
cal level, we
story of a
should try and
woman, a man
.
respect e.ach
and a friend. .The narrator (played others bodies. We should respect our
by Brandon Anderson) represented . ow·n. We should have a good time
a friend of the woman raped ~ a and be able to trust each other. We
friend who listened to her story af- shouldn't use sex as a weapon. It is
ter it happened, and the questions he something too intimate, too personal.··
asked were the questions that so
Look each other in the eyes and
many victims continue to ask them- recognize our humanity. We are all
selves.
vulnerable, beautiful, intelligent
Could I have stopped this? Was creatures who deserve to be free
it my fault? Why did I drink so from domination and abuse. We can
much? Did I ask for this? Did I do do this.
something that let him/her think that
This is the message I wanted to
he/she could have done whatever he/ portray in the pieces of Voices for
she wanted with me? Can.I call this Change. I agree with Erin Mooney's
rape?
words, "Rape is rape. No one who
If you know anyone who has been is raped (either woman or man) is
. in this type of situation, and most of ever asking for it, or deserves it.
you either have been in this situa- Arid, frequently they do not see it
tion or know someone who has, you coming.''
know these are the questions that
I also agree that we have a lot fur. continue to letfoar, distrust and guilt ther to go; it takes lifetimes of mediIive on in the hearts of victims.
tating, reflecting and sitting with
We are the walking wounded, the peaceful, respectful mantras to let
· victims of victims; our world is cer- humanity seep into our system.
tainly not a pretty world, but do we·
let the hardships and.rapists and pa-Katie Kasten
thologies and drugs harden us? Do
Junior
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THE NEWSWIRE WILL SAY.GOOD BYE
TO ITS SENlOR STAFF .NEXT WEEK~
,·

D'artagnan tipshis hat .to:

·.
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··.·

.

. .

.

.

.,

..

.

Matt Barber, Asst. ~ports Editor ('97-'98), Sports Editor- ('98-'99), Online EdJtor ('99:'00)
Lisa Becher, Business Manager ('99-'00)
Jennah Durant, Calendar Editor ('99-'00)
Loraine Crouch, Features Editor ('98-'99), Managing Editor ('99-'00)
Leah Finney, Accounts Receivable ('99-'00) ·
.
.·Sarah Kelley, World ·News Editor ('9l-'98), Campus News Editor ('98-'99),
Senior News Editor ('99-'00)
Erin Mooney, Photography Editor ('99-'0_0)
Lauren Mosko, Asst. Diversions Editor ('97-:'98), Diversions Editor ('98-'99),
.
Editor-in-Chief ('99-'00)
Caroline Purtell, Opinions ~nd Editorials Editor ('99-'00)
Bryan Riechman, Campus News Editor ('99:'00)

THANKS· FOR MANY YEARS OF
FAITHFUL -SE,RVICETO
THE.XAVIER
COMMUNITY.
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WE.NEED AN·ASSIS'TANT·CAMP·l;JS NEWSiEDITOR
FOR THE 200
;SCHOOL YEAR.
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Coming in conce.rt to.

Schmidt Fieldhouse, 1:30 P.M~
Featuring the Product, KELIS & 2.;.Day Panic Attack
.

.

Student, Facunv and Stan Tickets $1
Tickets available March 13 in the S.A.C. Office .
Sponsored by Xavier University Student Activities Council
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>Joe Angolia, Editor
>Sports Desk: 745-2878.
>SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu
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Dumb jocks?"
For any of you out there who
might be under the impression
tharall athletes are dumb, we refer you to the ~ase of Dave
Dickman, Stacey Kuhl and
Lisette Thiel who were named to
the GTE Academic All-District
teams this past week.
Dickman, a senior cross country runner who placed second at
the A-10 Championships this
year, earned a spot on the. 10member GTE first team.
The finance major was also
named to the First Team All A-.
10 Confe,rence and the First
Team Academic All A-10 this
year. Dickman currently holds a
3.867 GPA.
The other two Xavier GTE selections hailed from the women's
soccer team.
Kuhl, a seniorcommunica,tion ·
arts/public relations major, was
named to the women's GTE 11member. first team. As a team
captain, Kuhl played an integral
part to the team's success this
year. Kuhl, who holds a 3.963
GPA, was a member of this
year's First Team Academic All
A-10.
Thiel's 3.963 GPA earned her·
a spot on the 10-member
women's second team. The junior joined Kuhl on the A-lO's
First Team Academic All A-10
team. The accounting major has
been a three year starter on the
Musketeers' defensive unit.
As first team all-district selections, Dickmaf! and Kuhl are now
eligible for national. honors.
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Record.setting season· for XU
26-5 Musketeers set nine school records during. championship season
BY MATT BARBER
Sports Writer

This season, ·the Xavier
women's basketball team soa~ed to
new heights and stumbled just
short of matching last year's
NCAA success.
The 1999-2000 Musketeers set
nine school records, saw four play.ers join the 1,000-point club, won
the schools first A-10 Champion~
· ship and was ranked in The Associated Press poll for the first time
in school history.
The XU women's 26-5 season
placed them in the final AP poll as
the No. 24 team the week ·before
the NCAA Tournament started.
Ranked No. 26 in the USA Today!
Coaches' Poll, Xavier finished last
season as the 24th team in that poll.
The 26 wins were the most in
· one season for the program, breaking last season's record of 24 victories. The five losses were the
fewest of any Xavier women's
team that competed at the NCAA.
Division I level.
·
XU first played in Division I
beginning in the 1982-83 seas9n.
The 9-1 1974-75 and 13-2 197576 teams were the only squads to
post fewer losses in school history.
This year's team also set the

mark for free-throw shooting. in a
season by making its f~ee throws at
a .748 clip. The previous record,
held by the 1993-94 team, stood at

.704 ..
· The squad's .499 field goal percentage was second only to last
year's .506 shooting mark in accuracy. f~om the floor.
On the individual side, two Musketeers set five new records .. Senior
forward Kim Hotz shot an amazing
.659 from the floor in 31 games this
season, to best her own ·mark for a
campaign of .641 which she set last
year.
Hotz's career shooting percentage of .595 tops the previous record
of .532 set by Jo Ann Osterkamp
who played at XU from 1980-84.
Junior guard NicoleLevandusky,
after just three years of play, ho.Ids
two career records with her senior
year to come. She passed Carol
Madsen-Miller's (1991-94) career
three-pointer total of 173 by sinking 74 shots from behind the arc to
bring her total to 204. Levandu~kY:s
74 threes is second in school history to her own record of 94 set last
season.
Levandusky also broke the career
steals mark of 232 formerly held by
Judy
Smith
(1980-8_4).

Herd tramples
women's tennis
The women's tennis team
took a beating from the Thundering Herd of Marshall this past
weekend, dropping the away
match 9-0.
Marshall had already knocked
off Ball State, 6-1, and Bowling
Green, 6-1, before disposing of ·
the Musketeers on Sunday.
Senior co-captain Julie Roth
was the lone Musketeer who
posed a threat to Marshall '.s
sweep. Roth made MU's Kelly
Peller earn every game in her
eventual (6-4, 6-3) defeat.
The women's tennis. team's
next action will come today
when they play a home match
against Butler at 2:30 p.m. at
Sawyer Point.
After that, the team will head
to the Bluegrass State tomorrow
to take on the Cardinals of Louisville at 2 p.m.

Soccer tryouts
Walk-on tryouts for the men's
soccer team's spring season will
take place from April 10 -14.
The Musketeers will look to
use the spring season to work out
the kinks, in an effort to improve
upon last semester's 5-13-1
record.

-Joe Angelia

.

FILE PHOTO

Senior Kim Hotz (shooting) will graduate as the most accurate
shooter in school history with a career .595 percentage.

][

•

Levandusky's 100 steals this season
brought her career total to 266. Her
100 bested the•record that she broke
each of the last two years.
Levandusky's 100, 85 and 81
steals the past three seasons are the
three best iri school history.· Sheryl
·Kmpotich had 81 steals in the 1990~
91 season and held the record at XU
until Levandusky tied and then
broke it.
Freshman point guard Amy
Waugh dished out 181 assists, the
third best season performance in
XU hisfory in _that category.
On the scoring side of things,
four players passed 1,000 points for
their career totals. Levandusky has
now scored 1,225 points at Xavier
and places eighth .all-time at .the
school. . Junior center Taru
Tuukkanen raised her total to 1,137
and sits right behind Levandusky on
the all-time list.
Tuukkarien is followed by Hotz
who finishes her career at XU in
10th place all-time with 1, 110
points.
Junior forward Jen Phillips was

Saturday, April 1

Wednesday, April 5

•Baseball vs. Kentucky
at 4 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Butler
at2:30 p.m.
•Men's tennis vs. Wright State
at 3 p.m.

•Baseball vs Temple at noon
(doubleheader)
•Men's tennis vs. St. Joseph's
at 10:30 p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Dayton at
3:30 p.m.
•Baseball vs. Ohio at 3 p.m.

•Women's tennis vs.
L9uisville at 2 p.m.
. Friday, March 31

•Men's tennis vs. La Salle
.
time TBA

Sunday, April 2

•Baseball vs. Temple at noon
•Men's tennis vs. Teniple
time TBA
•Rugby vs. Cincinnati at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, April 4

•Baseball vs~ Eastern
Kentucky at 3 p.m.

the fourth Musketeer to top 1,000
with her total of 1,075, good for
12th place.
Tuukkanen Jed Xavier in scoring this year, averaging 14.5 points
per game. Her total of 450 points
· is the 1 lth-best scoring season in
XU history.
Levandusky and.Tuukkanen
.·were both named to the Atlantic 10
All-Conference First Team.
Phillips was named to theA-10 Second Team, and Waugh was the A10 Rookie-of-the-Year and named
·to the All-Rookie Team in the conference. Tuukkanen was also
named co-Most-Improved-Playerof-the-Year. ·
The team's postseason run
through theAtlantic lOTournament
included a thrilling .comeback
· against St. Joseph's in the semifinal and a convincing win in the
championship game against George .
Washington. The .run came to an
end in the NCAA Tournament
when the Musketeers, a six-seed,
were upset by 11th-seeded Stephen
F. Austin, 73- n:

GAME

On Tap

Wednesday, March 29

Thursday, March 30

FILE PHOTO

Junior Nicole Levandusky eclipsed the _1,000 milestone this
season. Her 1,225 p'oints places her eighth on the all-time list.

Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field. .
Home tennis matches take
place at Sawyer Point.
Home games are in bold

of· th.e

WEEK
BASEBALL VS. TEMPLE
noon at Hayden Field
Saturday
After getting knocked
around so far this year by nonconference opponents, the
Musketeers will welcome in
.A-10 play with a doubleheader
against the Owls of Temple.
The Musketeers have managed
to win five of their last six
games and will look to extend
their winning ways on April
·Fools' Day.
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Baseball sweeps series with St. X
Muskies Winners oflast five of six, beforelosing to the RedHawks
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

the three runs he gave up gave him
the loss and his record droppt'.d to
The baseball team recovered· .2-3.
from their early season ~truggles in
The. team '.s re.cord dropped to 5Florida over spring break to. take 14 as they returned home for what
five oftheir last six contests before would be a successful weekend
dropping a game to the RedHawks homestand against St Xavier..
of Miami (Ohio), 7-4, at liome yesterday. · .
.
.
.
XAVIER 5, Si". XAVIER 2
. Asst.' Sports Editor

In the first game of the doubleheader, the tei,t_ms combined for just
. The baseball team headed to three hits arid one run in five comMiami of Ohio last Thursday Fiding · plete innings of baseball.
a two-game winning streak. It apAfter sophomore Greg Wiggers
peared the team had found the pop , allowed his only two runs of the
they were lacking up to thi.s point . game in St. Xavier's half of the
in the season. Unfortunately for the sixth; Xavier trailed 2-1 heading
Musketeers, they were traveling to into the bottom half of the inriing.
play a red-hot Miami team. .
The Musketeers. manageg to
. As head coach Johri Morrey.· score four runs with the help of St;
said, the team's "lack of offensive · Xavier's three errors: Junior Ty
production has been the biggest . Brenning got the rally started with
problem." And that contim!ed a:single to left field. Cave followed
againstMiami.
with a base hit of his own. · Then
Xavier collected just six h_its and. freshman· Ryan Schreen reached
. scored only one run in a 4-1 loss to first safely with a bunt single. Just
the Redhawks.
like that, the bases were loaded and.
"When.you only allow four runs St. Xavier was in trouble_.
in a game, you gotta win," Morrey
· All nine Musketeers went to bat
said, in response to the one run the irr the sixth, and they tooka 5-2 lead
offense put on the board.
·
to the top of the seventh: Wiggers
Freshman Eric Greenwell went went the distance· to earn the win,
2-4 and was the lone Musketeer improving his record to 2-5.
with more than a base knock.
. Freshmen Kevin Cave and Matt
XAVIER 6, ST. XAVIER 5
Tedford, junior Jeff Crandell and
The second game of the doublesenior Jared Hendel all collected header featured more late-inning
one hit apiece.
heroics for the Musketeers. With the
On the hill for Xavier, senior game tied headed into the bottom •
James Siefker put together a spec- half of the seventh inning, Xavier's
tacular pitching display- too good offense came through quickly.
of a performance to justthrow down
Brenning walked to start the inthe drain.
ning; then freshman Scott Jones
_In seven innings of work, the came to the plate. Instead of extendleft-hander allowed nine hits, three ing the inning with a base hit or a
earned runs, two w_alks and struck walk, Jones ended the game with a
ou~ two. Unfortunately for Siefker,
clutch double to center field that

MIAM I (OHIO) 4, XAVIER 1

. . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILLIP VON FURSTENBERG

Sophomore Greg Wiggers will have to be more consistent in the
weeks to.come if the team hopes to contend for the A-10 title.

scored Brenning to give Xavier the
6-5 victory.
Brenning and Crandell both collected two hits to lead the offense.
Sophomore
Ed
Bongard,
Greenwel I, Cave, Andres and Jones
.all had one hit in Xavier's two wins.
Junior right-handers Matt Raih
and J~ff Barger combined to hold
off the St. Xavier bats. Raih
pitched 2 2/3 innings allowing six
hits, three earned runs, three walks
· and had three Ks.
Barger then relieved Raih and
earned himself his second victory
in the process. Barger went the' remaining 4 1/3 innings and gave up
four hits, two earned runs, one walk
and also had three p.unchouts.
.·. The doubleheader sweep improved the team's record to 1-15.

XAVIER 4, ST. XAVIER 3
The third and final game of the
St. Xavier series proved to be yet
another success for Xavier.
Crandell doubled and hit a
dinger to lead the way. Brenning ·
and Jones had two hits each to help
power the offense. Greenwell,
Cave and Hendel all chipped in one
hit apiece in Xavier's nine-hit per.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILLIP VON FURSTENBERG
formance.
Junior tri-captain Ty Brenning led the team in batting average
On the hill, Siefker started and
with a .345 mark entering yesterday's game with Miami (Ohio).
won his third game of the season
to push his record. to 3~3. Siefker
Miami scored three runs in the close as Xavier would get.
didn't allow an earned run and second inning and never looked
Schildmeyer struc~ out looking.
struck out seven in six complete in- back. Xavier's scoring opportuni- Crandell then reached on an error
ties were severely:hampereclbythe to put runners on first and second
nings...
. ~-. . >·. .
Freshman Kevin Crowley double-play ball and a failure to. and Brenning up to bat. Brenning
pitched one inning of relief giving execute.
leads the team with a .345 batting
up o_ne hit and had one strikeout.
The ,Musketeers allowed too average and was exactly who
Cave, who plays outfield and many scoring chances to slip Xavier wanted up in this situation.
pitches, earned his first save on the through their fingers.
After he worked the count to 2-2,
season. Cave pitched two innings
With bases loaded and no outs Brenning was hanging tough as he
andallowedonehit,tworuns,one in the bottom of the fourtli, a fouledofftwopitches.inarow. On
earned run and had one punchout. double-play ball killed the rally. A the seventh pitch of the at. bat,
The three-game sweep was ·one out single by Hendel in the fifth, Brenning flew out to right field to
something the. young and offen- was followed by a double play, end the game.
sively frustrated Musketeers endedtheinning.
,A,.toughwaytoendthegamebut
needed. With an 8-i'5 record headIn the sixth, Crandell and it was consistent with Xavier's efing into Tuesday's game, things are Brenning bothed walk to put run- · fort all day. The team's lack of exlooki ng promising as they ap- ners at' first and second w~th no outs; ··ecution cost them the win. ·
proach the beginning of conference Guess what? A double play ended
After these four games, the ofplay. A win over Miami would give wh!lt _looked like a possible come- fensive productivity seems to be
the Musketeers· a four-game win- back inning.
there, but now the clutch hitting
ning streak. going into the UK
· Sues led off the seventh inning · needs to come through as well.
game.
with a wind assisted solo homerun
The loss was Xavier's second in
Morrey still believes this team to left field. Hendel then tagged a their last seven games. Losing to
can do some good things this sea- _ ball to right field'but it was hit di- the Redhawks is a minor setback as
son.
rectly at the right fielder. Greenwell the Musketeers will look to bounce
"If we can get a little more pro- then roped a double to right-center. back this afternoon. They travel to
ductivity, things will start to roll our Denit and Crandell both followed Kentucky for a 4 p.m. game. A win
way. Hopefully we can be in good with consecutive pop outs to end the over the Wildcats would be good
shape to start our conference play inning.
for the team's confidence as they
against Temple."
Brenning lead off the eighth with begin conference play this weeka base knock to right-center. end.
MIAMl'(OHIO) 7, XAVIER 4·. Andres followed with yet another
Xavier will host Temple in their
Coming off a three-game win- double play ball. Cavethen struck Atlantic-10 opener on Saturday
ning streak, Xavier looked to out to end the inning.
which happens to be a doubleavenge its earlier season loss to
In the bottom of the ninth, header with the first installment
Miami, yesterday at Hayden Field. Xavier was behind 7-3 and needed starting at noon.
Unfortunately, the rematch turned a serious rally to pull this one out.
out to be too similar to the first in- Xavier would threaten but once
stallment, when the twoteams met again could not _execute when
needed. ·
last Wednesday.
The Redhawks, who entered the
Sues lead off the inning with a
game having won U of their last double over the left fielder's head.
13, simply played better baseball Hendel then battled back from a 0April
than the Musketeers.
2 count and worked the pitcher to a
1
· The cold weather didn't seem to full count. A solid at bat came to
2
affect either teams' offensive out- an end as he fouled out to the first
4
put, as the two teams combined for basemen .
21 hits and 11 runs. TheonlyprobGreenwell then hit a line drive
lem was Xavier fell a little short RBI single to left-center, making
and lost the game 7-4.
the score 7-4. That would be as
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Symphony update
Jesus Lopez-Cobos leads the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
in two works. of powerful emotion, Johannes Brahms' Concerto·
No. l in D Minor forPiano and
Orchestra and John Corligiano's
Symphony No. l, in 8 p;m. performances March 31 and April l
at Music Hall.
Prior to e~ch concert, Cincinnati composer Robert Johnson
will offer insights and stories
about the music in Classical Conv_ersations at 7 p.m.
Tickets are priced from $12 to
$46 and are available by phone
at 381-3300.
Student ticket_s are $10 the
week of the concerts. ~Students
may purchase up to two tickets
with each valid student ID.

Steel drums
"Steel Pan-o-rama," a showcase combining local steel drum
ensembles, will take the stage at
the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music's
Corbett Auditorium on Sunday,
April 2 at 3 p.m.
This concert will. feature the
Over-the-Rhine Steel Drum
Band, Clark Montessori Steel
Drum Ensemble and CCM
Steel band.
Tickets for ·~steel Pan-oRama" are $8 for general admission and $3 for non-University of
Cincinnati students. Co,ntact the
CCM Box Office at556-4 l 83 for
tickets.
'·

Blue's Clues Live
Tickets are now on sale for the
April 12-16 performances of
"Blue's Clues Live!" at the Taft
Theatre.
"Blue's Clues Live!" is an interactiye theatrical production
based on the Nickelodeon television series.
Performances run Wednesday
through Friday at 7 p.m., and
Saturday arid Sunday at 11 a.m.,
2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Ticket prices are $27, $20 a_nd
$12, and are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets.

. More symphony
The annual joint concert by
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and Cincinnati s·ym"
phony Youth Orchestra will be
Wednesday, March 29 at 10: 15
a.m. in Musi'c Hall.
For ticket ,information, call
Anne Cushin-Reid at 621-1919.
Limited seating is available.

C 0
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The Omnimax Theatre in the
Cincinnati Museum Center is
showing "Amazon," running
through mid-June.
For tickets and showtimes,
call 287: 7000 or visit the Web
site at www.cincymuseum.org.
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Close quarters,.·loud.IlluSic ?t Taft
THIRD ;EYE BLIND, TONIC DELIVER ROUS{NG SHOW TO PROMOTE NEW TOUR, ALB(JMS
BY JASON FABER

met a. wonderful woma11 on
the road. Only few months
Those who have been to the Taft after meeting her, he proposed·
Theatre know it is not.equipped for a · marr'i"age. His mother warned
show featuring a dotiblecplatinum . him that his lifestyle (i.e. tour,..
rock band, let alone well-known. ingon the road all year) would
opener, The Taft Theatre seems more be something his future wife of an appropirate place to see Hamlet · could not handle.
(or the Kids in the Hall) than a seven·. Hart ignored his mother
foot tall smoking dragon:
_and married, but not long afThird Eye Blind ~nd Tonic ignored ter he and the woman were dithis point last Wednesday when they vorced. Emerson explained
both delivered a fast-paced, enjoyable ·. that at that time he was so in
show.
love that all he could say to
Tonic (Emerson Hart, Jeff Russo, his mother was "If you could
Dan Lavery), known for their smash only see ..." and from this exradio hit ~'If You Could Only See," · perience he wrote the song.
took the audience by storm with a
The heart-felt deliverance
speedy rendition of "Open Up Your of their songs and their openEyes" and kept the audience capti- ness with the audience made ·
· vated with their active stage presence. the visit to the over-crowded
Taking pictures just below the lead theater more than worth it.
singer, I watched as they moved When the curtains reopened.
around stage, moving to each other, after the intermission followplaying in a row and jumping around ing Tonic's intense opening,
while they played the hard, fast "Ca- fans were able to the see the
sual Affair.;'
.
stage reset for San FranciscoPlayi ng many of their hits from born Third Eye Blind.
their first album, Tonic also weaved
The stage had a center platPHOTO COURTESY OF."UNIVERSAL .RECORDS
into their show many songs from their form decked out wit_h lights.
new album, Sugar, including "You Above it, a ring of motorized .Dan Lavery, Emerson Hart and Jeff Russo (left to right) are Tonic, who played
Wanted More," "Sugar,'' "Mean to spotlights moved as the band with Th~rd Eye Blind last Wednesday at the Taft Theatre.
Me" and "Sunflower.''played their first song,
But the most impressive part o{ "Graduate," a release off their self- Astronauts" (however, there was
From their first album, they
their show was the.ir genuine happi- titled, double platinum album re- very little· to suggest "Astronauts"). played "Jumper,'' "London," "I
ness to be playing. Along with one- leased in 1997.
·
Each member came out one at a .Want You," (played live for the first
on-one talks with the audience, Hart,
Along with the platform and time, first Arion Salazar on bass, time on this tour) "How's it Going
who plays acoustic and lead vocals for ring of lights, two large fire-breath- , then Tony Ferreli on guitar (a new to Be?," "Motorcycle Drive-By"
Tonic, explained the story behind their ing dragons were set off to the sides addition to the band after Kevin and, of course, "Semi-Charmed
hit "If You c;ould Only See."
of the stage, paralleling the theme Cadogan was fired): Next came Life," which. they played last, durHart related the story of how he of the band's tour - "Dragons and Brad Hargreaves on drums and fi- ing their third encore.
nally Stephan Jenkins, the lead voJenkins remarked about how
. calist.
close the aµdience was in the small
-ON~CAMPUS
EVENTSmashing into the theater, the theater and assured us it would only
band left very little timefor rest and make the show better.. He was right.
played continuously, jumping Because of the closeness of the
around and moving wildly about band and restricted size of the auThe Carnival is coming to Xavier. hip-hop artist Kelis and playful
the stage. During "Losing a Whole dience the music came through
Not the kind with trained elephants Xavier act 2 Day Panic Attack.
Year," Jenkins actually left the stage clearly and intensely loud.
·
and the bears on the 'big red balls,
Wyclef Jean was born on the
and went up to the balcony. He sang
'As
unusual
as
it
is
for
a
band
like
but a carnival of sound. The ring- Island cif Haiti and was raised in
..
.
from there, hanging on the edge, Third Eye Blind to.play in such a
master? None other than \Yyclef Brooklyn, N. Y.
·throwing corfetti anci kissing a fe~ small venue, they appeared to like·
In 1997, Jean and the Fugees
Jean.
. it and often reached out into the aumale gu~st.
You may remember Jean gaining returned to Haiti to play a benefit
The audience's reaction to the dience-to slap hands and allow the
fame as a member of the Fugees concert to raising money for the
band was profoundly powerful, screaming teenage girls to grab at
(think "Killing Me Softly") along island and- promote its music.
with many people jumping on their their pant legs and almost tear off
with his Lauryn Hill and Pras.
Jean has supported other chariseats and several young women on one of Jenkins' bracelets.
Now, Jean is an established mu- table causes, including the 1998
the shoulders of others lifting their
In retrospect, this concert topped
sic
producer
and
performer
in
his
Free
Tibet
concert.
·
shirts to show the band (and most most of the concerts I have attended
· The show is this Saturday,
own right. In 1997, he founded a
of the audience) the wonders of and made me appreciate Tonic, a
popular and successful touring act April 1 at the Schmidt Fieldhouse
adolescence.
band I knew little about before,
known as The Carnival, which and is scheduled to st~rt at 7:30
In response, the band kept play- much more.
brings a unique blend of hip-hop, p.m.
ing strongly off both their first alAs for Third Eye Blind, in light
reggae and world music to campus.
Contrary to rumors, tickets are
bum and Blue, their new album.
of their new album and their delivIn the past, The Carnival has in~ still available at the SAC office for
Released at the end of 1999, ery that night, they proved they are
eluded the Neville Brothers, the $7 with a student ID or $10 genBlue contains several great songs, not, as they have been called, a
Fugees and the New York Philhar- eral admission.
.such as "Anything," "Deep Inside "teeny-pop band."
- Jonathan Mosko,
monic Orchestra.
Diversions Editor
You,"
"Ten
Days
Late,"
When Wyclef Jean and his tour
"Wounded," "1000 Julys" and their
make their stop at Xavier this week,
newest hit, "Never Let You Go."
the show will feature The Product,

a

. Contributing Writer

a

he Carnival at Xavier
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The following discs are due for release on or before March 28 ...

Amazon

NEW~WIRE

Gold finger, Stomping Gm1111d (Mojo) :.. Scarface, Last ofa Dyb1g Breed
(Priority) ... Boondock Saints, Release the Hounds (Atlantic) ... Catatonia, Equally Cursed and Blessed (Atlantic) ... Dame Grease.Live 011 Lenox
Avenue (Priority) ... Alice Deejay, Who Needs Guitars Anyway? (Universal) ... The Exies, The E:ries (Ultimatum Music) ... Frankie Machine, One
(Mammoth) ... Phantom Surfers, XXX Party (Lookout!) ... Original
Sountrack, High Fidelity (Hollywood) ;..
·
... all dates are tentative:
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Wednesday, March 29

Friday,· March 31

Alison Krauss & Union
Station feat. Jerry Douglass
@ Taft Theatre
and
Project Object
@ The Barrelhouse

Spite
@Top Cat's

Thursday, March 30
Mary Black
@ Taft Theatre

~•I'•

•" ••H

... , \l.l
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Saturday, April I
°Wyclef Jean
w/ Kelis & 2 Day Panic Attack
@Xavier University
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McDonagh,.Playhouse spiµanother Irish tale
WHAT WITH THE THIRD EYE BLIND REVIEW, WE)~EED ALITTLE CULTURE IN THE SECTION THIS WEEK
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
' Co111rib11ti11g Writer
It's 1934, off the coast oflreland.
You ng Cripple Billy arid .the
townsfolk oflnishm·aan find but.
about a film being shot on~ ~eigh~ .
boring island.
.
·· ·
Cripple Billy decides this might
be his only chance to escape from
his boring, tormented life. The re'suits qf his decisiotitake him on a
hilarious and heartbreakingjourney
for which even .he could not have
planned. -

The humor. This is another elec
ment of the script and the producti on that i~ done well. Often stereqtypedcharactersbitewithinflu~

ences in the story but can be enjoyed for comicrelief,: McDonagh ·
has a real strength for dark hurrior,
yet .can am.use lls also with Marx
Brothers-style slapstick.
The Characters. A fine ensemble .
spiked with some unique· characters. Johnnypateemike, playe.d well,
by Gary McGurk, is the town crier,
entering like an obnoxious dust
cloud with his gossip·and pilfering.
McGurkdoes an excellent job as
The Good
The script of "The Cripple of Johnnypa~eemike. He is able to be
Inishmaan." ·Martin McDoriagh i~ . hated, tolerated and .liked by the
the tour guide of this twisted,· audience in the space of two hours.
One of his more questionable
crooked and delectable journey
through Inishmaan .. Hesteers us to missions is the slow killing of his
obvious plot lines and pleasant pre- Mammy with booze. Mammy is
dictability then dashes them away played by Dale Hodges; who trans- .
. forms into a true geriatric case.
to.our frustration and delight.
strikes·
at'.
McDonagh teases the audience Mammy
in the first act with the ending, then Johnnypatee!llike with .comic timing. She is one of the true gems of
guns the tour bus off a cliff. ·
. Young Cripple-Billy's present the production .
Helen. She's lightning and thunlife is only the yellow line of the
story, as all of the characters remi- der in one huge salvo. Played by
nisce and discover the lies and truth tough Sarah Michelle Smith, Helen
is a peer to young Cripple Billy and
of the past.
·
The history of Inishmaan's sometimes a friend.
. She is an excellent character; bapeople affect the characters ·as much
·as the present - the future hangs sically everyone in Inishmaan and
like a k>oming dark cloud. This is the audience is scared of meeting
one of the strengths of the script that her. Later, she reveals some heart
keeps the audience hooked for the · or maybe is,attempting to show you
· whole ride.
' ·
·
yours.

-

B 0

PHOTO COURTESY OF PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

Mary T; Mah{er, Jesse Vincent and LeeWalsh (left to right) play Irish villagers looking for an escape from
obscurity in ''The Cripple of lnishmaan:' .
·
•·
· ·
·The Bad
Being crippled. Expect no political correctness in Inishmaan.
Billy is called Cripple Billy because that is what many of the characters see.
Many of the characters' gaudy
features or past mistakes are used
as nicknames, such as Slippery
Helen. I'll Jet you figure out that
one.

0

K

R E V. I E

.

of the Green, but compare and cone
The Buzz
McDonagh is the playwright for trast the work of a wonderful playMarch. His "Beauty. Q~een of . wright as well.
Leenane" is a production at the CinThe Info
cinnati Playhouse In The Park un''The Cripple of Inishmaan" runs
til March 31.
The Ensemble has done a fine until April 2. Tickets are $25 for
job in this production. This could adults and $20 for students and sebe the Queen City's chance not only niors. For more information, call
to experience two wonderfully Clark the box office at 421-3555.
and humorous stories from the Isle

W -:--

She shoots, she scores! A sports book for women
'

'

LISTEN UP, LADIES, IF YOU WANT TO :WOW .YOUR l\1AN
WITH SPORTS KNOWLEDGE, THIS IS THE BOOK TO TURN TO
: ''..._
'

:

'

BY Jill GREEN
Guest Writer
Pb,p quiz:·
l)Whenaplayer"takesastrike"
in baseball,
.he: a) Swings at a. bad
pitch; b) Does not swing at a pitch
that is in the strike zo~e; c) Lets the
pitcher hit him.
2) In basketball, the fast break
is when: a) You get something by
being in the.right place at the right
time; b) The'offensive team gets the
. ball down court in an attempt .to
score before the defense sets up; c)
A player brings the ball fobounds
and shoots without passing.
3) In football, another name for
the split end is: a) Wide receiver; b)
Exterior lineman; c) A bad hair day~
4) In hockey, the "crease" refers
to: a) The tiny lines on your forehead you get from too 11,1uch stress;
b) The light blue area around the
goaltender; c) The imaginary triangle defined by the goal and the.
inside edges of the face-off circles.
If you answered b,b,a and b, respectively, then congratulations you know your stuff. . If you answered c,a,c and a, respectively,
then you need help in the sports
department of life. ,
With March Madness going on
in college basketball, opening day
in Major League Baseball·coming
up and professional hockey in full
swing, no one goes through the day
Without hearing at least one conversation about sports.
If you 're not a sports god or god-

dess, then it is hard to listen to these very informative. Not only .are the
conversations with any real inter- · rules to these sports discussed, but
est .,-you don't understand and you the court/field/rink is discussed and
can't
exactly
contribute.
Well,
if you
have everright?
been .in
this situation, Laurie Selwitz's
book, Men are from Locker Rooms
WomenareftvmluxuryBoxes, will
allow you to not only "get it," but
to be able to appreciate sports and
the conversations about them. (And
who knows - you may just teach
a sports god/ goddess a thing or two
while you're at it:)
· The Strategy
· Selwitz, being one of those
sports goddesses, wrote this book
to let less knowledgeable people in
on the fun. She noticed women had
the most trouble with not understanding sports, so she targeted her
book specifically for them.
Selwitz also probably realized
whatmostofusknow-thatsports
programs and publicatiOns like
ESPN or Sports Illustrated are directed to an audience already informed about the rules anq such.
The author starts with the assumption that these programs heip
us naught and that we know nothing at all about baseball, football,
basketball and hockey-:--- and proceeds from there to give us a very
valuable and entertaining book for
.. understanding them.
The Winning Moments
Locker Rooms/luxwy Boxes is

the players·
responsibilities
sitions
are explained.
(This and
is a po-.
big
help in football. With all those tight
ends, linemen, tackles, etc., who
doesn't get confused?)
The highlight of the book is that
Selwitz takes the time to discuss the
finer points of the game. She takes
the strategies of the games and
breaks them down for her readers
in a logical and entertaining way.
For example, I went to see our
baseball· team beat St. Xavier on
Sunday and could understand why
batters bat in a specific order- all
according to their strengths, or lack
thereof. This book made the game
more interesting and· exciting.
The Fouls
At times, the book is too spoon
fed - most people know the basics (dribbling is "advancing the
ball by bouncing it with c;me hand,"
etc.), but Selwitz needed to start
from some.where - ·and we all
know the beginning is a good place.
The book only explains baseball,
football, basketball and hockey.
They are the most popular, but if
you're looking for the 411 on other
sports, such as the ever-so-popular.
game of cricket, this book isn't going .to help much.
The book was written only for
women - I know the stereotype,
and there may be some truth in that,

'

'
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but the book has a lot to offer both
sexes needing to brush up on their
sports knowledge. But with all the
male jibes and "girl stuff," it may
alienate the male reader.
Game Summar·y
Overall, Men are from locker
Rooms Women are from l11x11ry
Boxes is worthwhile reading- it's
both informative and entertaining
to read. It is also not an introductory book for kids- it's for aduUs.
It is apparent throughout the book
that Selwitz writes with wit and

·.

·

·

" ·

·~ .,..
.. ~
· :A.. ~
~

adultilogic in mind. The book's best
virtue is it makes sports more enjoyable - when a person understands. not only how to play the
game but also' knows the strategy
and all the inside quirks to tl}e
game, a person will' want to go to
the game. Selwitz put it best herself, "Because if it's not fun, what's
· the point?!"
If you would like to read this
boek or know someone who would
benefit from it, the book is available in Xavier's bookstore.

.'
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Bogart's fills bill .

· as the above statements seem to indicate? No, but having run out of
your typical, run-of-the-mill analoTHREE GREAT BANDS·= NIGHT OF MUSICAL BLISS
• gies, I decided to spice things up a
bit.
BY LAUREN MOSKO
ist, ~ percussionist, a trum.peter,
So, the good tracks are there, if
Editor~in-Chief
.
a woman playing upright bass .
you cal1 block· out guest Juliette
·.Rarely will a c6ricert"goer find and a. man with a xylophone ac~
Lewis on The Infidels' track; Bad
a ticket so complete that each of companied Rouse.
,
·Brother..·
the bands seems .to complement
. There was a very Bob Dylan/
the performances of the othe~s. Paul Westerburgfeel to his vo~
Filter contributes an exclusive~ ..
Last Saturday, Bogart's hosted · cals, along with the distinctive inremix of The BestThings, but if you
three acts ...:._ Cincinnati's Oval fluence of U2, the Cure and.the
are buying this CD for ai:i exclusive
Filter track you're already beyond
Opus, Nashville's Josh Rouse Smiths.
Tonic
Soundtrack
and'Boston's Guster; who fit this
Rouse's set was much n1ore
my
help.
The Crow: Salvation
.~Sugar
bill.
laid back than that of Oval Opus,
· Monster Magnet blows up their
(Universal)
(Koch Re~ords)
!was impressed to learn that pos~essing a different kind of
ego even more, now believing they
One of Tonic's redeeming char-·
Oval Opus was a hometown ef- energy - the kind that makes
While we l)lay .have entered a are the second. coming of every
new century, it is always reassur- glam-rock band this side of 1988 acteristics is their ability to switch .
fort. Their energetic stage pres- Rouse and ollr own John
between an emotional, flowing
ence and the antics of their Whitaker do that little hip swing
ing to know that some things rarely and 20 cans of hair spray.
Tricky shows up with a'mix en- song which is perfect for those long
frontman were proof that.the Cin- on stage. (If you wantto see what
· change - the smell of your
cinnati music. scene is far from I mean, catch Rouse on "Late
grandma's kitchen after cooking up titled "Antihistamine," and it sounds drives hoine for the holidays to a
dead.
Night with ConanO'Brien" on. · some brats and sauerkraut and that. as if he was tripping out on two or harder, faster rock that drives you
The band's sound can be de- April _14.)
warm, fuzzy feeling you get when- three doses before starting up this .to jump around and play air guitar
along with the band.
scribed as a Rusted Root and
Guster, of course, gave a great
ever you hold your breath until you one.
In theirfirst album, Lemon PaToad the Wet Sprocket hybrid, show, mixing their own material
All in all, the soundtrack is to!~
pass out.
· The best of all, however, is that erable, if only because there have rade, they· demonstrated this bemade complete by the blending with playful . covers of
: of bass, guitar, dn1ms and key- "Flashdance," "Stand By Me,"
sound coming out of your stereo been far worse albums made for far tween the sentimental "IfYou Could
Only ·see" and "Mountain" and the
boards. · .
.
·
"Kokomo" and "Tequila." They
when you put in the latest movie worse pictures .
. Most irnpressive~ however, seemed surprised to see the place
soundtrack, chock full of songs ~·fo
This just happens to come at a powerful and speedy "Casual Afspired" by the film and its "mes- · time when soundtracks; such as the fair" and "Open Up Your Eyes."
was the frontman's ability to be·-. as packed as it was and dubbed
On their.new album, Sugar, they
Grammy-nominated Magnolia; the
sage." ._
a musical jack-of-all-trades. He the night "Official Guster Singmade his stage entrance prancing along Night 2000."
After I got finished with a break- Bono-penned tracks for The Million follow in this tradition. "Future
around like Pan and beating a
Oval Opus' album Wagon
fast of br9ken glass, rusty nai Is and Dollar Hotel and especially Air's Says Run," which sounds like a
tambourine ag·ainst his chest in Wheel, Rouse's Home and
a glass of lighter fluid to wash it all TheVirgi11 Suicides, are fresh on the great cruising song with its rolling
time with the drumbeat. Later, Ouster's Lost and Gone Forever
down, I slipped in the latest contri- .market and blueprints for how to do guitar and an easy beat, kicks off
the album with thoughtful questions
he kicked it Guster-style and are all worth picking up, but I get
bution to the field of soundtracks, thjs right.
If we pray hard enough, maybe about the problems between things
played a small drum with his the feeling that for a first experiThe Crow: Salvation, and settled
hands. Finally; he traded his ence, one really needs to see these
down for an early morning ear- they won't attempt to channel Bran- to come and how we are only able
bleeding.
·
don Lee for a third screen call. ·
to react to them.
other instruments for a har- acts live.
"You Wanted More" follows
(If you haven't picked up on the
This CD earns $1/2.
monica.
Despite the fact that Bogart's
- Will Fenton,
with a speedy ode to the problems
Next up was Josh Rouse, a is a great venue, I really wanted
sarcasm yet, please .stop reading,
Contributing Writer that result in a relationship because·
man whose music can be de- to tear the roof off the place so I
put the paper d.own and go watch
of the .many facets of love.
scribed as adult contemporary, could hear these guys play·under
:every si.ngle Monty Python episode .
Next, "Knock Down Walls" hits
but with more musical depth. To the stars.
·
on video.)
.
with a conc.ept which any guy
illustrate this fact, another guitarls this _album really as wretched
who's been turned down by a girl
can connect with .:..__ rejection.
However, despite th~ subject matter, its strong guitar and. lengthy
lyrics prove to be more intensifying than depressing.
"Mean to Me," which is destined
to be a radio favorite, is an ode to
pain which comes with loving
stop procrastinating
someone who doesn't love you
back - it does not strike me as anything less than a whiny ballad.
TherestoftheCD, which mostly
bulk up your thesis
concerns itself with romantic ballads to loves lost, did not particularly strike me as worth mentioning except for one·other song.
tone flabby prose
· Track 11,"Drag Me Down," will
undoubtedly be overplayed in the
next year as this album's hit. In all,
the CD warrants a look at the very
sculpt your ·style
least. For those big fans of Tonic,
it's definitely a great addition certifying.Tonic in the music world and
extricating them from the long list
. stretch your vocabulary
of one-hit wonders.
This CD earns $$f

WrifJi11g- Ce11fJer Spri11g ,Wor~oufJ

- Jason Faber,
Contributing Writer
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$$$ - Pick this up on your
next trip to the record store.
$$ - This is worth dubbing
from a friend.
$ - Makes a better Frisbee®.
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~f the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is .

throu~h tax-deferred Suppleme1 ital Retirement Annuiti.es

~AVE MORE THROUGH

. . IT'S EASY m

THE·PDWER DF TAX DEFERRAL.

(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
With funcls automatically deducted from y~ur paycheck,
·,you ca~ ea.sily build income to supplement.your pension

YOU
·cA·N.

to.o.
FIN·D

FORBiDDEN
.·.FRUIT EACH

. $102,068.
$67,514

and Social Security:·
And your.contributkms to SRAs grow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the funds. 1 Add to that llAACREF's solid investment gerformance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping e~penses low, and you have more
money working for you,
So why wai~? Let us help you bulld a co.mfortable retire-:
·.me~~ t~da~ with ~ax-deferred SRAs. We think you.will flnd
it rewarding in the years to come..
INVEST AS UTILE AS
. $2s a liioi.th
through an automatic
j>ayi'Oll plan 2

$41,232
$31,93]

.· - .• 1 .. /

$=13=,0==52=::'.:·==-:::;-:.
511,609.
.
· tOVEARS

..•.•
.

· ·20VEAR5

30YEAR5

In thi~ hypaihetlcal example, settln~ aside $100 a miinth ·
In a. tax ·deferred Investment with an 8% return In a.
28% tax bracket shows better growth than the same
net amount putinta a savings accaunt.l
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1. U~der federal tax law, wlthdraw'als prior to age 59 1/2 are subject to restrictlons;and may also be subject to 0% addltlonal tax.2. You may be able to Invest up to the IRS max·
lmum of $10.SOO per year.To receive a personalized calculation of your maximum contrlbutlon;callTIAA.CREF at 1 800 842·2776. 3.The chart above Is presented for Illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or predlct'futuie results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses. TIAA·CREF Individual and lnstiMlonal Services,
Inc.distributes CREFcertlllcates and Interests In theTIAA Real Estate AccountTeachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.distributes the variable component of the personal annu·
.kles, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co. Issue Insurance and annuities. TIAA.CREFTrust Company, FSB provides trust services.
I~ products AN not FDIC Insured. may loM val• Ind ire not bank g111ranhled. For more complete Information on our serurkles products, Including charges and
·expenses, can 1 800 84~·2776,ext. 5509, for the prospee1uses. Read them carefully before you Invest or send money. o 2000 TIAA.CRE.F 1/00.
·
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Description: Provide livc"'.'in supervision to rriotivated high school ·stud~nts. · ·
Assist students with academics, leadership abilities, team building,
relationships, accessing 'the university campus; and chaperone greattrips;
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Dates: June 8, 2000-·· July 2 l, 2000 (Weekends Oft)
.

.

..

Qualitications;:Junior.statusm have completed 60+ college 9redit hours py
June 1999, 2.5 minimufo(fP.A;, valid driver's li<,::ense required .. We n_eed. ·
matiirt?, energeticyo~ng adults who enjoy workil1g with tee_n_s·~ Ideal ~pportunity
for future educators, but au.majors cn~x)uraged.. .
.
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THE
NEWSWIRE
LIVES.
ON!
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Salan: Resident A.~sistants ·--- $ ··t ,250.00 *Room provided for du~dti<;n of
program.· board provided Alonday through Friday only.. · .
- · •;
For more in formation,-,call the Northern Kentucky Uniyersity Upward Boun( ·
office ~t (606) 442-3520. To fill()IJfan ·application; drop by the Upwa(d Bound
office at 412 Johns Hill ·R.6a·ci in Highland_Hei~hts between 8-:30 & 4:3~.

weekdays.
Application Deadline: Tuesday, April4, 2000. ·
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<or:-Beth •. _: ..·.<.
.. @· 745~3-8'61/~-.· . .·:, .: ...
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THANK YOU TO ALL
.. ·. WHO SUBMITIED APPLICATIONS
FO.R THE -2000-01 SCHOOL YEAR.
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S ecial Appearance

PET,IIl·ON! ·

..

.,

Meet author.

'

As a Catholic· itniversity,, we
·.'should t:mbrace every
·member of our· community. .
Let· the administration know.
that the students; of Xavie'r .
.University.will not.· tolerate.
discrimination of any kind.
'Add

.

Matthew Kelly
. Friday .
·.

March 31st
at 10:00 am 10:30 am

your name .

·.. ~
. to the petition .
to include sexual .orientation
in the non-discrimination clause.
'

5131745-3312
an '"-.partner of. f"~ follett.~om ...
NEW & USED COUEGE TEXTBOOKS

.
.
· This ad does reflect the views of The Newswire staff.
.

April 4, 2000

•

·.ADVERTISE.

7:30 PM
Procter & Gamble Hall,
Aronoff Center for the Arts

'
Upcoming National Geographic

lectu~e:

Sam Abell I May 2
National G~ographic Photographer ·

Student . priced tickets available·

.
~m:rt

·.$12.50/ $11.25

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD!
AFTER ALL, ONE MAN'S TRASH
IS ANOTHER MAN'S .TREASURE.

For tickets visit the ·Aronoff Center
· or Music Hall box offices.

To charge by phone call 241-SHOW(7469)

www.n~tioriaigeographic.comilectures/cincinnati~html
Presenting sponsor:

'·

,·

Lecture sponsors:

Benefactors:

THE GROSVENOR COUNCIL
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. SOCIETY

CiNERGY.
FOUNDATION

Mr & Mrs. Jeffrey R. Anderson
Mr. Richard Tranter

~ Western·So~thern L!fe"'

Call Lance or Beth
@ 745-3561.

!;
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Off-Campus Housing

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue ·.

YOU'LL LIKE \
THE ATMOSPHERE.

.:.Free Heat
- .Walk to Campus
- Cable hoo~-up
- _-Parking
-Air-Conditioning

"In our atmosphere at FACS you can
groWt learn and· fulfill ·career goals;
There's an open, friendly feel here. And
the variety in the everyday· activities
makes each day new and exciting. n

Accepting Applications
·$320.and up
Manager: Art

• $8.50 • $10. 75/hr

"· :

961-3786

(based on position and directly related experience)
Paid training • Casual dress ·
Medical benefits (full-time, a~er 2 months)
Associate Referral Program - $200-$750
Eligibility for 20% Lazarus discount .
Tuition reimbursement up to .100%
Paid benefit days
Eligibility for semi-annual pay
increases of up to 14% annually
• On-site.credit union.and ATM
.• Advancement potential
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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We have a variety of full-time, part-time and short hour (minimum of 15 hours per week) opportunities
.
.
. .
available in the following areas:.

COLLECTIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE CREDIT ANALVZING
. CUSTOMER SERVICE
INTERNET CUSTOMER SERVICE
BILINGUAL CUSTOMER SERVICE (SPANISH/ENGLISH)
CLERICAL
BEDDING SALES*
. *PLEASE CALL JENNIFER AT 573-2599 FOR BEDDING SALES ONLY.
Plan on spending 90 fact filled minutes with us. You'll complete an application
and learn about our fun, growing company, current jobs and super benefits.
You will also have the opportunity to interview with one of our managers. To
qualify you must possess a HS diploma or GED.For more information or
directions, call
·

398-522~
(or If necessary, toll free 1·888-337-FACS)

E-mail: facsrecruit@fds.com

Office:
474-5093.-

. INTEGRITY.

~·
·.

SIGN THAT
PETITION!

FACS
FINAl'Kl.AL
and CREDIT
·SERVICES

Equal Opportunity For All

I

Let the administration
know that the students of
Xavier University do not
tolerate discrimination
of any kind.
Sign the petition to ·
include sexual
orientation in the noh· · ·
discrimination clause.

Stand up for youi:
.brothers and sisters!

week of MARCH 29, 2000 19

Classified ads are 25~ c·ents per· word with a $5 minimum. To place your classified· ad in The
Newswire call the advertising manager, Lance ~c~uerger, at (513)745-3561 or send an e-mail to
.
.
.
newsWireads@yahoo.com ..

Summer day camp located
north of Cincinnatihiring counselors. All necessary training
provided. Great hours, excellent pay and a fun s.ummer experience; Call Amanda at 772. 5888 ext: 204.
· · .'· 100 instructors/counselors
· i:ieeded. · Coed sleepaway
camp in Pocono Mountains, Pa.
More than 60 land/water activities. ·Good sala_ry/tips! ·Call
(800) 422-.9842 or visit·
www.campcayuga.com
Personal trainers needed!!
Fitness, nutrition & p13rsonal ·
training service is hiring certified personal traine~s. as well
as exercise physiology, kinesiology and ,athletic training ·
majors with knowledge in basic muscle kinesiology and biomechanics. This is a gr.eat opportunity to get experience in
the ~ea:rth and fitness field. We
offer part-time positions, flex- ·
ible hours and pay rates based
on experience and credentials.
If interested please call Renay
.today at World Gym at 5830100.
'
Call now! Work now! Restaurant Job Lfne! ·call: (877) .
991-9292.
Golf course· grounds
crew. 5 minutes from campus, outdoor work on a beautiful course. Full time or part
time, male/female, $7~8/hr.
Immediate openings. Call
Mark at 608-4004.

: The Cincinnati Post is look~
ing for. students intere$ted in
taking high school sports
scor~s c:iver the phone and
writiqg .brief game· :capsuies;
Paid stringers are needed Sun.Thurs. ,can' Frank Carini at 3522767. ·.

Approximately 1/4 mile
from Xavier. at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an
immediate opening for a parttime cashier/operator: Reliabil~
ity is Imperative. The hours required ·~re Mondays· (5c9.
p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
Wednesdays (5-9 p.m.) .arid
Saturdays (10 a.m.-4 p.m.).
Approximately 17 total hours
per week. To interview, call Mr.
Elinlinger at 531-5500 from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. MondatFriday.
EARN MONEY
We're looking. for men and
·women to deliver the new telephone directories from Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or p'art time and
get paid upon completion of
each route. To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an in~
sured vehicle. To apply, call
Monday-Friday, 9.:30 a.m.-5
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978: Directory Distributing Associa-'
tion. We are an EOE.
Director Of religious education. First Unitarian Church, .
Avondale. E!egin mid-August,
30 hrs/week. Strong, supportive congregation. C.ontact
Vicki Ragsdale 572-6341 or.
ragsdalev@NKU.EDU

·.Pizzeria Uno now accept~ ·
Three programmers
ing applications for front of
only! To join. start-up and
·. house and back of house
receive 15% equity position
· positions. Experience a plus,
of compan'y. Experience.
but will train. We offer comwith mostof the following:
peiitive wages, flexible schedASP, HTML, Java Script,
uling, meal discounts, dental,
CGI and Perl, Unix forWeb
health and life insurance.
Programmers. We also partCredit union and 401 K. Apply
ner with individuals to help
Loving caregiver needed
627. Walnut St, downtowr;i
at
.
·
get
great
ideas
to.
market.
for 2nd-grade girl and 3rdCincinnati. Across from the
Serious inquirers only. You
grade .boy in my Anderson.
Aronoff Center. Or call: 621can work from your locaTownship home, starting
8667;
tion!
E-mail
.resume
to
March 27. School year hours:
freetell@hotmail.com
4 "7 p.m. and 8 a.m.-7 p.m. in.
'
.
the summer. Reliable transLooking to hire caring
'
.
portation needed. Call Patty at
student(s) to train my 3-1/2~
583-6370 from 9 .a.m.-6 p.m.
year~o!d son.Ye.ar round in my
or 223-9505 after 7 p.m ..
home in Erlanger (Northern)
.
'
Kentucky. The training will inSummer job available in
clude sensory integration, (ocCincinnati. Taking classes the
·97 Nissan Altima. Assume
cupational) therapy and applied
second half of summer?
lease at $245/month. No
behavioral
analysis
(speech
Looking for work in May/June
money down. Credit approval
and language therapy). I will
or even July? Landscape with
required. Call 697-7004.
arrange
for
training
the.
right
.
Brad. Good pay; lots of hours.
person. My son does .NOT
Call 378-4217 ASAP.
. Furniture for sale. 4 pcs.have any disturbing behaviors.
black glider, green armchair,
Please call Stacy at 342-8265
multi-color dresser and lavenLandscaping PT - FT posi- · ·
or 344-1881 or e-mail. at
. der'couch. All for $75 or best
tions available. Working in. the
stacybudgirl@fuse.net
offer. Call 924-0705.
Hyde Park/Mt. Lookout area.
Summer day camp coun-.
We will be landscaping Ciritas .
.'
selors needed in Cincinnati.
'
'
Center in. May. Call today for
Weekdays 9:30 a:m. - 3:30 ·
an. interview at 27.1-2332:
p,m. Outdoor program
. Let us help you get started
.
needs swimming instuctors,
in the business world! If you
male group counselors,
are looking for ·a profession ·
drama, singing, gymnastics, ·. ·
·-Norwood-4 bdrm apt./duin sales and marketing IN~
rifle, tennis and other
plex. 5 miles from campus. Air
can help. We will offer you:
activity leaders. Fle,)(ible
.·conditioning, free laundry, off
$2,000/nionth guaranteed,
starting timeMay- July. Call
street·parking, rooms tiave
paid training, flexible hours,
Camp Wildbrook at 931 ~2196.
phone hook-ups and cable is
demo program, health insurSTUDENT WORK· .
·available. $900/month. Call 731ance, 401 K, pre-paid dental,
$11.25 base pay. Flexible
5523.
paid vacation aS-well as great
schedules 5-30 hri:i./Week.
Norwood 2- and 3-bed- ·
. and fun_ work environments.
Customer
service/s'ales,
room. apartments. Newly
·We warit the opportunity to.
scholarships available. Condirenovated kitchen and bath;
help you get started iri a sales.
tions apply. Call 671-4823,
hardwood floors, laundry, offand marketing career. _Please
www.workforstudents.com/np
street parking and clean.
call Steve Haynes or Ed
Price: $450 and ·$600. + utili· •Welsh for a confidential interties .. Call 861-4111 .
. view at 385·3~00.

Immediate openings ._
. students earn $375-$575
weekly processingiassembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we frain you! Call
Medi Card (541) 386~5290,
ext. 300:
·

"·FORSALE

FORREN'I'.

,.'.'·

... ·

....

.

..'.·!/•

'.... ;

. HAPf>Y BIRTHDAY!
Are you sick of advertising.
your friends' birthday around
· campus on little flyers?

Why not adyertis~
them in The Newswire?

For rent: 3 bedroom apt.
938 Dana Ave. $750/month .
Call 772c0909.
Spacious 3-bedroom apartment in North. Avondale avail~
able. Located a half mile from
Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and disposal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood.floors, deck,
Off-street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext. 101·.
3 bdrm apt. near Oakley·
Square. Large rooms, eat in
kitchen and balcony. $810/
month. Includes all utilities and
laundry. Call 305-5021,
House for rent. 991 Dana
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3
.baths. Equipped! Walk to campus! Plenty of parking! Call:
321-0043.or 241-9421.
Top 2 floors of 2-family
(4 bdrm) on Floral _Ave,
Approx. 1 milefrorrrcampus!
Yard, storage, laundry-lots
of space! $1200/month. Call
351-9508:
Adorable
efficiency
across from campus. New
appliances. Carpet, laundry
and great closets. Bright,
cheery and quiet. Best value
$295. Call 961-5555.
House for rent. 6 bdrm,
2 full baths, eat-in kitchen,
DR,LR, full basement, unfur. nished, new paint, fixtures
and plumbing. Laundry room
in basement. All newly renovated. Parking available
across street and street
parking. 3635 Montgomery
Rd. Call Bob at 616-3592.
y2kBUNKERS.com. Hyde
Park, short-term stay. $7/night
$70~$120/week. Washer/dryer,
central air.·

Have something.
you heed to sell?
Tr)'~ a classified ad
,in. :The Newswire.

GOT TOO
MUCH
s+u·FF?·~

·.

Advertise in
this space!
.Call 745-356land
ask for Beth or Lance
·for more infmmation.

Fill this space for only $50. That's $10 off .
the regular price!!.!

Remember,
one. man's tras
is another ma
treasure.

Call Lance at 745-3561 .
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Hardecnews. More issues. Better than ever.

C·all Beth@ 745-3561.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
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March 29
Waaahhh! Ok; I'm I! little
freaked out right. now, so hang on
with me. I feel as if I'm in some
alternate Calendar City universe.
This must be what Calendar City
is like in Canada, that most alternate ofuniverses. Do I have more .
or less room? Can I drone on forever and insert random facts or will
I have to scrunch everything up?
You think being Calendar Girl is
sb glamorous, but really, these are
the things I have to worry about.
Pica problems. Font issues. Column width cold sweats. Anal, yes.
Glam, no. Sorry to bore you like
this, but it's my second to last week
as proprietrix of Calendar City.
Allow me some nostalgia-ing elbow room.
I've been noticing the fol)5s
hanging ·around the Romero Center are looking pretty scrawny
these days. Therefore, I declare
their weekly homages au beverages should be changed to International· Milkshake Hour, Added·
Protein Supplements Optional.
Yes? I think it's brilliant. Come
to the Romero. Center at 3 :30 p.m.
to find out if they go for it.

ByJennah Durant_ to place ~n item in the calendar, call 745-3122.or mail to ML 2l_29.
ever, might still be a hardship for
most of us .. Find .out in the
Kuhlman base~ent from 4~6p.m.
Pay attention during the festivic
ties, because there will be a quiz
later. No, really, there will be, with
prizes and stuff afterwards.. . I've recently sworn off making
assumptions b_ased on promotional postcards, but Jenn Stone
seems to be a flippin' good artist.
Her show opens in the Cohen Center with a reception from 6~8 p.m.,
so you can see for yourself.

~1!1 ii)

;J •Jl\1

April l

Yes, I do love to start rumors,
but now I shall dispell one. You

Thundering Herd. The Temple.'..
can still be one of.the lucky thouFlaming
Owls, Love it! I'll. pass
·_sandsto see Wyclef Jean and his
it
on
since
they're in town to play
Band of Traveling Rabid Circus .
baseball
a(
noon, .with a second
'
Elephants ... er, Refugee All Stars,.·
chance
tomorrow
(same time.)
that is~ Tickey-tickeys are $7 if
you have Xavier stririgs att~ched
to you, $10 for your outsider
schmuck friends. Things get goApril 2
ing at 7:30 p.m. at the Fieldhouse_:
with our own 2 Day Panic Attack
I got so excited last Christmas
followed by their good friend
when I sat down. at my grandparKellis.
ents' piano and figured out how
to play "Jingle Bells." Yes, all by
To accommodate your Wyclef
myself. It will, therefore, take a
needs, Workshop is holding a
pantload of talent to impress me,
quasi~matlnee performai:ice at 6
but perhaps the.music stude_nt re.p:m. Those darn kids'. They write,
citals will do the trick. I shall go
they act and, they micro-manage!
to the Edgecliff Hall recital room
at 2:30 p.m. to find out.
Temple needs a two-part nickname. Like Marshall and the
rhis is it! Last chance! El

SUNDAY

chance~o finito! Workshop is
packing up and leaving town af. ter two final performances, one at
2 p.m. and one at 8 p.m, You have
no excuse if you feel like a
dummy· in class tomorrow while
everyone buzzes about le slzow.

·11~:·:~ 1MA
·April _3
Jf anyqne notice~ th~ halo of
hallelujah angel light streaming
down.on Cinergy Field, don't assume it's ali for Juni~r. Pokey
Reese plays there, too, you know ..
The Btewers c01l)e to town at l
p.m. for the _season's first game.

TUESDAY.
April 4
If you want to feel even guiltier
. about that' $40 T-s~irt you just
bought at Abercrombie, come to
the Sweatshop Fashion· Show at
• 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium, .
then consi.der yourself absolved.

"Women in the Catholic
Church': Chicks Look Good in·
_Collars." '"Women in the.Catha~
. lie Church: Beyond Bake Sales."
"Women in the Catholic Church:
MotherTheresa'sRevenge." Who
knows what topics are going tO be
covered at this 7:30 p.m. lecture?
The Emery Board Room holds all
the secrets.
The senate meetings should be
. pretty exciting next year what with
the new togas-only dress code
resolution recentry passed.
They'li be kickin' it old school,
y'all. So When you vote for next
year's senators throughout the day
at various locations, keep in mind
who has the best bedsheet bod for
the job and checkmark accordingly. How I love to start rumors.

11:b1,;~•2NI
March 30
"Workshop" should have a play
about the space-time continuum.
It could talk about how the boundary of chronological future can't
be like time or space. Oh, wait.
Stephen Hawking would have to
write that, and he doesn't go to
Xavier. And I doubt anyone in our
physics department will write a
play. Therefore, the quantum quality of the production is automati. cally taking a nosedive. See the
quantum-less collection of plays
bursting with student effort at 8
p.m. If you're not too busy reading about dark matter, bring $3 to
the University Center Theatre.

'FRIDAY
Marc:h 31
If I say "Japanese culture" and
you say "Sailor Moon," it's time
to bend your mind. When you
learn origami at the Diversity
Awareness theme house's Japanese celebration, this might become easier. Eating sushi, how-

Call the Intercollegiate Quit Smoki.ng Helpline at 745-3599

